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4929. You know your customers7-We know is taking very well. It is an Egyptian melon,
some of them. \Ve, do not know customers in the not very large, .about 3 inches or 4 inches hi
Victoria Market as well as we do those in the diameter.
4949. Do you find the sale of melons increasing
Western Market.
4930. To what class of people do you dispose of lately 7-Y~B.
the fruit in the Western Market ~-Buye1"s who
4950. How much' fruit do you export to tIle
trade in fruit, some shippers, and some who trade States and overseas ~--':"Overseas we do not e·1\.in the Victoria Market.
port, but we sell to the exporters; we buy and
store. The buyers know that we do so, and if
4931. Do vou sell to retailers 7-Yes.
4932. And to those who want to export fruit 1 t,hey are ahort they come to us; they know where
-Yes.
to get what they want, and they come and look
4933. And to dealers in th~ Victoria Market ~ at the fruit; if it suits them, and the price suits
-Yes.
them, they buy it. That is the way we sell for
4934. To whom do you sell your fruit in the oversea export, hut in the States trade we send
our consignment to agents in Queensland, New
Victoria Market 7-Shopkeepers.
4935. Do you do any business with haw kera 1- South Wales, South Australia, and the other
Yes, in both markets.
State3.
.
4951. Are the' agents your own house37-No,
4936. How. many hawkers have you got on your
list 1-A good number; I cannot say how many. but agents who r~present us.
4952. What prices do you get in the other
4937. What would you consider a good number
of barrow men1-I should say we would have States ~-Fair prices as a rule.
4953. What do you reckon is a fair price above
twenty-five or thirty barrow men.
4938. What are the principal days on which the the price that you pay here 1-Sometimes the marketH are very good, and sometimes very bad in
~ruit arrives in the \Vestel'll Market 1-Every day
III the week.
.
the other States. The Sydney market IS a very
4939. Is there a period when you dispose of the treacherous market to ship to; they .soon have a
fruit cheaper to the harrow .men than you do to slump, and down come the prices, but generally
the retailers ?-The barrow men will 'buy riper speaking the,ir prices are equal to ours.
4954. Does it pay you to ship to the other
fruit than some of the shopkeepers will buy, an«
Our market may
we find them a very valuable asset to our busi- States 1-Vel'y often it does.
ness; fruit tliat is advanced, perhaps, a little too be congested, and it is an outlet for us,' even if
much for the shopkeeper to put in his shop, the we lose a little. We also ship to New Zealand.
4955. What do you think is the percentage
barrow men wiII huy to-day, get it out into the
town, and sell it the same day, and be back profit you make on the exports to the other
again, perhaps, the same day and buy more, or if States 7-We are satisfied with 10 per cent. We
he is too late he waits until the following morning. often have losses, and when we balance up we
4940. All th" fruit is soiind that you send out are to the bad.
4956. Are you connected with the Fiji banana
OD the barrows, though it may be approaching a
ripe stage ~-It seems to me they cannot buy anv- trade 1-Yes.
4957. Do you import bananas 1-I do. not imthing inferior, because they are watched t~o
port them; they are sent to me on conSIgnment.
much; they are watched like a lot of dogs.
4958. Thev are sent to you Qn your order 14941. Was there a period when they could bu:v
anything inferior ?-There was a period when a No,' I do not give any order; they. send them to
man keeping the best shop in' Swanston-street me. Some time ago they had a bIg flood ,there.
could buy inferior fruit, because he does not. know and it knocked a lot of them out; they had from
\Yhat is in the case, 'l.nd 1 dp not know.
'The 45 to 60 feet of water in some places. . They
please themselves when they send, accordmg to
~gant has to t~ke wha,t is consigned t.o him, and
If ~he s~n.de:: IS unscrupulous you may .have in- the quantity of stuff they have got.
4959. What do t11ey realize wholes~le' in the
fenor frUIt III the middle of it; but, as a rule,
the barrow men are very particular what they market 1-Bana~~s are principally sol'd ''''on the
wharf; bllyers' go to. the wharf and buy them.
.'
buy.
4942. Do YOll consider it is unfair to compel the The average price would be5s. to 6s. for a bunch
men to selJ".healthy fruit ?-N0, but it is' unfair of bananas, and cases 7s. to lOs.
4960. How many bananas are in a case 1-0ver
not to givelthe men a chance to sell good fruit.
.
4943, That is as to the restrictions
the sale twenty dozen.
4961. How many on a bunch 1-It depends upon
in the street, but you think those men should he
compelled to sell healthy fruit in the interests of the size of the bunch and the size of the banana;
a fair-sized banana would go ten or twelve dozen.
the consumer 7--Yes.
.
4962. Do any bananas come from Queensland 1
4~44. How long. have you been in the wholesale
busmess 7-0ver forty years.
..
-Yes, I get them from Queensland. I do not
4945. Were you in the retail business before import them; they are sent to me on consignthat 1-Yes,.! was a shopkeeper, and selling in the ment.
4963. What is the price of Queensland bananas 7
market, handling consignments from the country.
4946. What fruits do you principally deal in ~ -Usually under the Fiji price.; the quality at
present is not so good.
-All fruits in season
.
4964~ Do you import from growers in Queens4947. Meions1-Yes; I have had a great quantity of melons this year.
land or agents ~-Growers.
4965. Are you able to import,without much
. ~~~8:
t~ere, a good market forfIelons 1~' T~er:e IS :,a lnmted market for them. THe peculiar trouble?-We have a good deal~}of: trouble.; the·
. thmg about me,lons is t·hat they are right enousrh bad carr-ying is one very disastrous thing to the
if you get them at the right time of the year business; that is in the shipping compani.es.
when the w:eather i3 hot; then your sale depends
4966. Have you any trouble in reserving your
upon the Size of the melon. If you get water space for bananas ?-Not Inter-State. We can
melons too large you cannot sell them readily, genera)ly get all we want; occasionally you may
because, you c(l,nnot handle 'them so readily and ·OOJ blocked out, but as a rule we can get the
thats~ze ta~es a good deal more to handle'than spa.ce we want.
~ medlUl?-slZed melon. Our Mildura growers are
4967. Are there ~ny Chinese' engaged i~ the
.
!ntroducmg the cantelope on the market, and it busine~ 1-¥~,
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4968. Is there any restriction on the import of account of the ten sales 1-Y00, we would show it
bananas from Queensland by Chinese 1-1 do not on the account sale~ten at so much, ten at so
think so.
much, and so on; we would not average them.
4991. Do you give the name of the buyer 74969. Is there a ring among them 1-1 think
they work together; I do not know that there is We cannot. We can only give the name of the
a ring. Occasionally they come to a decision as buyer of anything we sold in the 'Western Marto what they will do, and they abide by that. ket. In the other place we could not give the
If Chinese combine together they are pretty name, because anybody comes along. and buys,
strong in carrying out what they agree to do, and we do not take the names, but with people
but as far as our firm is concerned I do not think we trade with their names are entered; we have
the Chinese can beat us.
a weekly account, and a man's fruit is entered
4970. Are there any Chinese growers in Queens- against his name.
land 7-Yes.
4992. In the Western Market, when you sell the
ten lots, do you return to lhe seller the name of
4971. Do YOU deal with them ?-No.
the buyer, when you know it7-No; we return
. 4972. J?o the Chinese go to you 1-They won;,
If I reqUIred them. Twenty-five years ago they the separate prices on the account sale.
4993. You then return to the man who places
were the onlv men growing them, and I used to
the fruit in your hands, the account minus your
get a lot of their stuff.
4973. What share of the Queensland banana commission 1-Minus my commission and cartage j
it is all in one.
.
trade do you get 1-A good share.
4994. You take from your book the account
49'14. What percentage 1-1 do not think i!
would be 50 ner cent. One or two Chinese are sales 7-We have a book about the size of this
growers; t,hey have their own plantations in Bible, and when the salesmen sell they enter it
in the book, and when thev have a slack time
Queensland.
.
4975. You are able to supply your own demand they return it to the ·office,. and in the office they
for bananas that you import1-Yes, having a refer to the book, and make up the account sales
supply from Fiji; if I had not Fiji I would not. from the book.
4995. Do you store much in the cool stores 74976. What is your share of the Fiji trade 1- Yes. I do not know how much we had last
Fairly f!ood. I think I get about half that comes year; I should think 20,000 cases.
t.o the State.
4996. Is it stored in your own name 7-The stuff
. 4977. What commission do you charge7-Seven that I buy is.
and a half per cent. for Fiji and cartage; Queens4997. Do yon store anything in the Iiame of
land, 7:~ per cent. and cartage; and it ought to the grower when you are instructed to do so 700 20 per cent.
Yes, when I am instructed to do so .it is in the
4978. Is there any competition to prevent yonr name of the grower nntil I take it .out and sell
putting up the percentage V-Plenty of competi- it. They give me instructions to put it in the
tion; no ring among the salesmen; they are . cool stores, and use my own jUdgment when I
cut·ting one another's throats.
should sell it. As opportunity offers, I take it
4979. How many men do you .employ 1-About out and sell it.
ten.
4998. You deduct from the account sales the
4980. Do you deliver your own fruit 1-We can-charge for cool storage 1-Yes.
not do it aU ourselves.
We keep five or six
4999. Do you store> anything in kerosene cases?
double lorries going, but we have to engage -No; all in ne,w cases, bushel cases. The cases
carters.
come from the factory.
4981. What are the items that make .up yom
5000. Do you pack any of the fruit yourself 1
chief expenses1-Rent, wages, horse feed, mar- -Very little. A man may come in-;as a man
ket rates, and other things, and bad deMs are did this week-with twenty cases of fruit -not
very la~ge..'
packed, just open. We pack that and put it
4982."What is the proportion,pf them 1~I think away. It is fruit that I buy, and we pack it
it takes the cream of it pretty iell. . It lS a very and put it into the cool store; or we may sell it
hazardous business. We have to sell the stuff there and then.
.
and trust people with it, and w~ have very often ~;ij:, 5001. Do you buy any fruit loose, put it in a
." dart, and 'carry it in 1-Yes; just put in the cases
to look for them,· and do not get them.
4983. You cau make a decent living 7-1 have without being packed-we re-pack it.
always be~m satisfied with it.
5002. That is to fill a case so that it will hoM
4984. What rental do you pay the City Council a bushel1-Yes; you must do that. If .the infor the Western Market 1-1· think it is £1 78. flrl. spector saw any casoo that were under size, you
would hear of it.
a week for the stalls.
4985. What space do you get for that 1-1 think
5003. Do you know anything about Florodora
they are about 20 feet wide, and -a0 or 4() Feet packing Y-No; I have heard of it.
deep.
5004.
do not pack to make s1x cases out
4986. Are you under cover 1-We have '1. of five
should have to be pretty clever to do
it; that kind of thing is no good to a respectable
verandah.
4987. Do vou keep the commission ag-ents sepa- man who wants to run a respectable business.
rate irom the other agents in business 1-Yes.
5005. Do you re-pack in the Queen Victoria
4988. Can you supply us with the fig-llres of Market ?-N o. Every man has to re-pack in this
.cth.e commi~s~on agents .for-the twelve months 1~-- way: ,~upposillg I am takin~ delivery of fruit
~;1~ can get It for you.
·r
"
to-g~y s.fn)m a steam-boat, pllleapple~, b~'\lJlnas,
4989. One of the witnesses said it was·the prac- oranges,' lemons, or whatever it may be, If that
tice to average the sales that came in. and g-iv(; fruit is decayed,. it has to be! carted to the
'returns to those who sent the fruit at the average Western Market and re-packed.
That is the
.. of the prices 1-We do not do that. I do not extent of the re-packing we do.
think we would live very long if we did. Wf)
5006. You only do it for the sake of taking
return the best that we get; what 'we sell at.
out anything that has gone bad 1-Yee.
4990. If a man sent you 100 cases, andEyou
5007. You would not consider that essential in
1>019. them i!l ten-cas~ lots1 wou14 yo~ return an the ca~ of apples iip.d pears that come i~ frg ll1
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a few miles out a few days before~,---You would
have to re-pack stuff coming from any distance if
you were satisfied the stuff would not keep. It
would be no good putting stuff into the refrigerator
if you had an idea 'it ,would not keep; so anything that was damagoo or unsound you would
throw out.
5008. Do you get any fruit from people who
have descriptive labels ?-Yes; most of them brand
their, stuff with a stencil.
5009. Do they bra,ud the grade. upon the case '1
-Some of them do. I think all the successful
ones'do. Buyers expect it graded, and it' is more
satisfactory' to run your business.
5010. Do you receive any fruit from those
people in kerosene cases ~-Very seldom. It doos
coma in;, but' it is a long time since I ,have had
any. There is very little of it done.
'
5011. Do you ever get any fruit with the tasre
of kerosene on it?-I cannot say I have. I do
not remember a day when we have had anything
sent in kerosene caws; we do not like it j and \ve
tell them not to send it. We do not want them.
5012. You think it detrimental to the fruit
trade 1-1 should not think it would improve the
fruit trade:-as a rule they are very' dirty.
5013. In connexion. with the Queen Victoria
Market, you sell in Queen-street?-Yes; we have
a stand there.
5014. What do you pay for it ~-I think i.t is
£48 a year.
,
5015'. How many stands have you l--Four.
5016.' Each stand measures so many feet?~
Yes.
5017. How long have you had those' stands 7Sinoo' the market was open. I cannot say when
it was.
5018. Were you ever in any other stand 1-No.
I reckon the council rohbed me' when ,I went
thert~; they owed me a bit of money when I was
in the Bourke-stres't Market, and they never paid
me-they put me there.
5019. What is the exact price you 'pay for the
stand 1-1 think it is 28., 6d: a morning for
a stand; that is three half-crowns- for each stand
a'welsk-,that is 22s. 6d'. a week.
5020. You have no intention of leaving the
market ~-No; I want the market to reniain there.
, 5021. Do you sell other stuff besides fruit1~
Yes; peas and beans, and so on. The beans' are
consigned to us in bags-what they call ~-cwt.'!
bags. We sell by' the bag. Sometimes there isl.
not really i cwt. in a bag, so we sell so much a
bag.
5022., The City Council's rule is you must sell
by Imperial weight or measure 1-There is a scale
there, and if they have any doubt they can put
them on the Bcales.
502-3~ '1'he statement was made here that ,those
bags frequently only contain 40 Ibs. of beans,
when there should be 56 Ibs. 1-1 believe that,
5024. One of the fruit-growers said that he had
sent in 50 Ibs,' weight, and he always adCled3 Ibs.
£01' the we,ight of the bag and shrinkage, and the
witness said that those bags frequently orily contained 40' 1b8. ?-Ally number of growers never
send in all ounce less than 50 Ib5, j but some do.
5025. One man said he, filled a' keroB'ene tin,
calc"tl.lated"to cont-ain '! cwt., and he put two of
those in for i cwt. 1-Yes; there is a good deal
of; that done; but 40 Ibs. is not the right thingit. ~JUght to be stopped. The growers ought to
-be· p r o s e c u t e d . '
, 5026. Why cannot the City Council take note
of t,llis and prosecute the men, and' compel the
Bale by Imperial weight' or measure, without callin~ on the buyer a.t a1l1-1 cannot answer that.

5027. You would not cOllsider it unfair to do
that ?-Certainly not. I think they ought to
do it.
5028. In conn.exion with the accommodation in
the market, are you satisfied with the conditions
uuder which you have that accommodation-are
I:hey as clean as they might be, and are you protected from the weather 1-No.
5029. On wet days, there is a filthy mess in
Queen -street 1-Yas.
5030. When the wet· weather comes, you have
110 protection 1-No.
We are just waiting and
expecting that some day the council will get the
land occupied by the cemetery, and things will
be much better.
•
5031. You think that ought to be taken in ,-_.
Most decidedly.
5032. Do you think a cover ought to be provided,1-I think everybody\ ought to be covc'red--·
with fruit especially.
5033. Do you know there are a number of stalls
vacant in that market ~~Yes.
"
5034. One hundred and forty-five, according to
the Chief :iYIarket Inspector ~-Yas; there are a
great number vacant.
5035. Why are they unoccupied 7-They do not
seem to be so convenient for the buyers to pull
up alongside and load the stuff; then the· traffic
seems to come up and down the main' entrance;
and where the buyer can accommodate himself
with the greatest convehience he does so. Then
there is the bulk of the fruit lying along there
where they have to come, especially at this time.
of the year. When the growers" fruit is falling'
out, the outside fruit comes to the front.
5036 " Just inside the fence the council cut a
road out and turned it into stalls-that prevents
any carts getting along that track 1-1 do not
think that is right.
5037. Do ,you know that those passages that
were provided between, where the horses' heads
ar.e now, in consequence of the le,ngth of the
dray, are much too small for the traffic. When
they were provided, they were 17 feet in width fol'
a horse and dray, and that was Bufficient for the
ordinary horse and dray; hut when they commenced to get lorries and two horses, they took
up 22 feet, and they cut the passage down BO that
the tra:(fic cannot get down there without great
difficulty 1-That lis so.
, '
5038. You think, in provision for the extension
of the market, there ought to be remodelling so
that there would be room for traffic
5039. J:?o you think the horses ought to stand
in the market 1-It is a very difficult thing to provide for horses. It would be much better if you
could make'your own accommodation and not keep
them in the market.
.
5040. Would it be hard to provide that the
horses should· he taken out of the drays, and taken
t.o a part of the market whm-e stalls were provided 1-You would have to have a tremendous
. number of stalls to provide for all the horse8I understand there are 1,300 or 1,400 horses
come there at certain times' of the year.
5041. If the old, cemetery were taken in, there
would be' 9 acres added -on 7-1 would not ,adv,ocate the securing of the old cemetery for horse
accommodation. I would let people make their
own arrangements in a stabling close by.
5042. It would be possible to have the! horse:s
removed from the drays in the interests of cleanliiiess and comfort ?-It would be an improvement for the' horses, but if they are covered and
looked after, it is not any great inconvenience.
,5043. Have you se.en vegetables placed: where
the horses' urine and mauure runs downJ-You
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cannot avoid it. There should be cleanliness to
a certain extent; the scavengers come on' early
and clear the mess away as soon as possible. You
cannot expect the market to be like a drawingroom; certain things must occur in the market
that you cannot possibly avoid, and you know
that.
What you want to do is to give the
greatest facilities to people to dispose of their
stuff-give! them room so that they can move
about. I dOl not approve of thE) council's work
in cutting the land up in such small blocks, and
charging the way they do. I think it is a bad
policy.
5044. Can you give any reason why the council
charge you extra for a stand in the street~
I do not see why we should be penalized-that
is, the people selling fruit. The great majority
of people selling fruit in that ,market are poor
people; I do, not feel it much, but many people
there feel 2s. 6d. a day; it is a big tax.
5045. Do you know that anybody who pays £1
a quarter for a stall outside has not the sale right
to that stand 1-1 know we llava the right to our
stand ;we are not there more than three or four
hours at the most; we are away before 8 o'clock
in the morning.
5046. Do you think if anybody got into your
stand before you carne in the morning, you could
put him out1-We have done it; I do not know
whether it was right.
5047. How did you do it 1-By force.
5048. Did the City Council provide the force 1I do not think they would do it.
5049. Do you know it is not uncommon to
'have stands outside the market buildings taken,
and the people in possession are not displaced by
the City Council ~-I think a man has a right
to it if he pavs for it.
.
5050. Have' they a legal right '-I do not think
so. I have Questioned it over and over again.
If I was a rich man I would try to upset it.
5051. Do you not think the City Council by
its action in not forcibly removing those
,/ cuckoos" acknowledge it has not a legal right 7
-It may be so: I think a man has a right to
It stanq if he pays for it.
,
5052. Do you know that stands are jumped by
'" cuckoosi'! '-No.
. 5053.··Do. many vacancies occur, inside the market 1-There are a good many )vacant, stands at
the top end.
5054. Are there any vacancies among' those
stands that are desirable 1-1 do not think so.
5055. One man told us he had been an applicil-nt for a stand for eight years, and could not
get one inside the market. Do you know of any
other' applicants of that description 1-1 know
there are men there who are always applicants
for the best stands to be got if they could get
them. Plenty of men would like my stand, but
it is unreasonable to suppose they are entitled to
it because they fancy it. I made my stand by
the quantity of stuff I put there.
5056. Do you know the City Council does not
take any cognisance of any stands that may not
be filled in the morning by the stand'-holders, and
an~ one coming- along and taking the stand, they
siInply charge;;him Is., and do: not make any inquiries 1-I suppose that would be rightJ
5057. It is the stranger in the market who regulates the stalls. He looks out the stalls, and gets
!s. for it, and the City Council comes along afterwar<is, and gets Is. for it, and the owner pays
£1 a quarter for it 1-I never heard of. any qlie
but the council's officer taking money.
,J!
5058. If a man holding a stand is not coming
there for three months, another man can apply
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for .the stall to the city inspector. They take the
risk by saying, "They will not be here for three
months," and the city inspector simply charges
him another £1 in addition to the £1 the man
has paid, and, then there is the £1 the original
holder has paid, making £3. Do you know anything of that 1-1 have no personal knowledge of
it, but I suppose it would be done; they do not
do anything there without charging for It.
5059. Do you thillk that trays supplied by the
City Council would be a convenience to the suppliers, especially those with loose articles 1-1 think
it would be a convenience in many things.
5060. Do you not think that might be done hy
the City Council. Their balance-sheet shows a
profit of £5,300 a year. Could not they afford
to do a little out of that to improve the conditions of those who have to use the market 1-I
think they ought to do all that it is possible for
them to do. The more they do the more they
establish themselves there, and make the market
more attractive and quieten those people who are
agitating for fresh markets.
5061. One of the essentials to meet that agitation would be to increase the size of that market 1
-Exactly.
5062. And taking in the cen..etery would be a
great point in that respect 1-Yes.
5063. Do you not think the street sweepers that
come into the market on a dry day, when they
are using the brooms, do, not conduce to the
cleanliness of the market 1-1 think they ought to
be watered before they are swept.
5064. Would it not be wise not to disturb some
of the stuff that lies about
it would he
much better left until everybody is away.
5065. As far as the producers are concerned, do
you think they ought to be offered special privileges1-In what wayt
5066. Do you think they ought to have an opportunity in the wholesale section of the market 1
- I think the market ought to be divided so that
wholesalers bould be in one place, retailers in another, and growers in another. I do not belieYe
in their being mixed up.
5067. Do you think the hours of the market
being opened could be shortened 1-Yes; I do not
see any reason for starting work before 5 o'clock
in the morning. I have done it myself for years;
I have been out at half-past 2 in the morning
four days a week. For ye,ars we had to turn out
atl half-past 2, get ready for the market, 'and
st,art work as soon as we can.
5068. Wl1at time is the market supposed to be
open 1-It seems to be open when you like.
5069. When ,are tIle lights turned on 1-About
4 0' clock in the morning.
5070. But the market,is going on before thaM
-Yes. I think it ought to be altered. The
council should take it into their hands and make
it better for everybody; 5 o'clock in the morning
is early enough for everybody.
5071. What time should the wholesale producers leave the market 1-They could always get
out of the market by 9 o'clock.
5072. Then the retail market could be open after
that 1-If you had a section for the' retailers they
could stan,at 6 o'clock in the morning..
5073. You are frequently off the market by 8
o'clock in the morning 1-Yes, and sometimes
before that.
5074. Is the lighting accommodation good , At times all right.
-5075. If t4ey allow business to take plaGe before
4 o'clock in the morning, they ought to have the
lights turned 011 ?-Yes, that would stop a lot of
thieving.
.l
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5076. It is against the interest of everybody in
5092. Is any of it sent away and re-sold in
the market to have those lights dim before 4 the Victorian market 1-Yes; they come down and
0' clock 1-Yes.
buy it, and take it to the Victoria market, and
5077. By Mr. lIo.qan.-What comission do you re-sell it.
charge Victorian growers 1-Ten percent. right
5093. You do not know whether they re-pack
through; that includ!3S 'cartage; and we take the .it1-No.
responsibility of bad debts.
5094. Have you any packers employed 1-1'JO;
5078. In these account sales to growers; do I employ drivers and two storemen. AU my
you not make a separate charge for cartage~ drivers can re-pack a case of frnit. Suppose we
Not to the Victorian growers.
had an order for a boat-to be used on the boat
5079. Do you charge cartage as a separate item -you can send 'the drivers down to tIle store, and
to Queensland growers 1-Yes, and Fiji.
tell them to pack two or three cases of apples or,
5080. In the account sales to the Victorian pears. They can all do it, but we do not pack
growers, do you make any other charges except it for selling in the market.
the 10 per cent. commission 7-No, the grower
5095. The statement has been made that this
can have his 7~ per cent, with cartage, or 10 per fruit of Victorian gr.owers after being sold on
oont. right out for the sake of convenience. We . I:.heir account'lias subsequently been re-packed by
'find it works better to tell a man we are charging somebody, and that five cases as originally packed
him 10 per cent. straight out; our growers seem are made into six cases, and sold in the Victoria
perfectly satisfied with that, and it.is easier for Market?-We do not do that; that is all I know.
us in our booking'to have one charge.
'
5096. Do you know whether it is done 1-1
, 5081. As to the Fiji and Queensland growers, could not say. It is a good deal spoken about;
you charge 10 per cent., and a separate charge but I caimot- say it is so, if I have -not seen it,
for cartage 1-No, the cartage is included in the
5097. Y.ou buy fruit1-Y.es.
10 per cent. for Queensland. With the Queens5!198. Do you buy fruit sent you by growers for
land people we have more work handling their sale on commission 1-No; I have to buy direct
stuff than with any other growers' stuff, because from the orchard. We have been travelling to
of the condition that it arrives in here; we have I:.he same orchards for years, and we buy straIght
to' put a lot of labour into it. That made me out. We go and see the fruit on the trees.
say that thouRh we get lOper cent., 20 per oont.
5099, Do you buy any in the city ~-We might
would not pay us. ,Last week we 16st fully 50 buy a little in the city now and again if we are )
per ',cent; on pineapples and 30 per oont. on short of any fruit, If I was short of anything
bananas t,hrough the sweating of the stult down that I wanted'foi: an order, I would run outside
the holds.
and buy it from the first agent I could get it
5082. Is that common 1-Very common, especi- from.
ally after severe rains,
5100. If you had an order to fill, and you did
5083, You would have to bear the burden of not have the fruit, but some grower sent it to you
that loss 1-1 put the labour in, and very seldom to sell on commission, would you buy that stuff 1
charge for it, and also lose the sale of the stuff; -No; I would sell it straight out, and give him
if I lose 50 per cent,. I cannot charge commission the account sales.
'on 'that. I only get commission on what I selL
5101. Suppose you had no fruit of your own,
If I get ten cases of pineapples good out of fifty, and' you wanted to fill an order, and you had a
I only get commission on the ten cases. That 19 consignment of fruit' sent to you, would you use
where' these men suffer a great Clisadvantage that fruit to fill that order 1-Most decidedly. It
through the want of better" carrying; they want might'be a good thin.g for the grower, too. I might
more ventilation to preserve'their fruit.
perhaps get a better price for him.' It is often
yr 5084:' Do you charge the Fiji growers; for car~
the case that I can do better that way. IT I have
age 7-:-Yes. We show the cartage on the ac- an order for a boat for a particular 'line of fruit,
count sales. Most of the cartage is not done by and I have theff fruit, I can sell them-'sg-and-so's
'
.
,
ourselves. It is done hy men that we employ to f r u i t . ·
do the cartage, and the cartage is very expensive
5102. Do you charge any commission to buyers?
because 'it is usua.lly after hours.
["';
- I do not have any buyers to buy my fruit; I
5085. Fruit sent 'by growers to you for &ale' on buy my own fruit.
commission, do you sell in the original packages 7
5103. The men you sell to are buyers 7-1 do
-Just as it comes; we do not touch it.
not 'charge them commission.
5086. How do you square that and your state5104, Have you any objection to furnish the
meut that you have a lot of trouble in re-pack- names 'of buyers to growers whose fruit you sell
ing and taking out the had fruip-We do not on commission ?.:......None whatever. '
have the waste with the local fruit-that comes
15195, Have you beard there was a strong desire
"stra.ight froni, the orchard in good condition.
to obtain that information 7-1£ any man asked us
5087. There is a separate procedure with Vic- fQr that, he could get it. If he said, "Whom
, tori an and Queensland fruit 7-The Victorian did' you sell to," we would look it up, a.nd give it
"
frnit is in I!ood condition. You can handle it and to him.
sell it straight away; hut the Queensland frriit
5106, The desire is being expressed to have it ~
"you cannot sell, as a rule, until you handle it, -We have no objection to that.
and make it saleable.
5107. Do you know that in sales of stoc~ ?y
g,988., ~ou do re-pack QueensJa.~d .f~uit ,befo~e stock and station agents, all those' agents' supnly
y.<!p,selllt 1-Not always. Some of ~~.'arIlves 1ll to the::':vendor cofuplete account ,-sales, including
good order, and then we can sell it as' it is.
the nalne ·of the purchaser; 'and there is the ~a:me
5089. The Victorian fruit you sell in the desire on the part of the fruit-grow.ers that tl'\e
original packages 7-Yes.
, same practice should be followed, and they want
5090. Is any of that, fruit subsequently 1'e- it to be adopted as a general practice. Would
packed¥-I,cannot say. After I. have done with 1.9U 'have any objection t,o that1-Not the
it there is the end to it as far as I am concerned. sllightest .
~5108. The, growers want it i-Ther do not e~
50~~. To whom do you usually se111-Anybody
pres~ that to UIL
in the tra.de.
.
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5109. Is your stand in the Victoria Market inside the market 1-N 0; on the street at the corner
of Queen-street i at the corner of the main entrance.
5110. What space have you !-I think the stall
has abopt 8 feet frontage, and there are four of
them.
5111. Are they on the roadway I-You might
think it a portion of the roadway. We face the
footpath, and the lorries stand back, a~d they are
certain to be on a portion of the roadway. They
are over the channel.
5112. What do you pay to the City Oouncil for
the stalls '-Seven shillings and sixpence a week
for each stand.
5113. Is the stand in a good position !-Yes,
very convenient.
'
5114. Is the position of the stand a great help
in the business as compared with some other sites
in'the market 7-It is very. handy for us to get
the horses in and out. Some of the other sites
are not so convenient.
5115. Is the fact that you have worked up
your busineSs there a consequence of your being in
a good position 1-We think so.
5116. How long have you occupied that site 1Ever since the market was opened.
5:U 7. Other people say they have II. right to be
considered in the aTIocation of those sites, and the
original holders having enjoyed those sites for
twenty or thirty years is not a reason why tney
should enjoy them for evert-That would not be
a safe principle to apply all round. A man would
never be safe in that position.
5118. Suppose a man has held a very bad one
for twenty or thirty years 1-Then let him try to
get out of it.
5119. If all the good ones are held, what can
he do 1-1 do not S€',e how he can nelp himself
much ...
5120. You would have a strong objection to the
ballot for the allocation of the stands1-I do not
think it would be a fair thing. If some of those
men had the good stands to-morrow, tbey wauld
not be able to hold them.
5121. By 'Mr. lJlitchell.-You say you have no
objection to furnishing the name of the buyerSl7Wherever possible, I have no objection.
5122.,:Do you think from your experience as a
salesman" that would act detrimentaTIy to your
business V-No.
,
5123. Suppose you have worked up it connexion
of buyers, you wouIa be divulging who your
buyers are to the man you are selling fruit for 1
-Yes. I take it t,o mean I have no objection to
give it to the grower. I would not think the
grower would hawk that rouna, and give information to other people who my buyers were. That
might hurt me j it might take a man's customers
.away.
5124. Is not the position different.' Account
sales for stock are most,ly by auction;. with fruit
it is the regular customers in the country 1-Yes,
that is so.
5125. Do you think it would be detrimental to
an agent to be compelled-by legislative act to furnish 9n his account Slales the names of his purV-I think it w'ould entail a lot of unneces~.
work; ag'd'. there would b~ nothing gained by
it; but I have no objection to give th€ "names of
people I am trading with,
5126. Would it be detrimental to the general
agent 1-It, would; unless the thing was kept private. It would work in on his connexion, and
supply other. people with information which. you
might desire to keep, You must look after ·four
buyers if y{)u wish to c;lispooo of any quantity of
fruit.
. ' .
I
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5127. By Mr. Warde.-Do you have anything
to do with the export of fruit Y-N ot direct to the
Old Country. We send fruit to the other States.
5128. You have nothing to do with the storage
on the boats1--Yes; in this way. When 'we sell
to a buyer, we have to attend to it to see that it
is 'put on board safe and sound, and we do not
leave it until we see that.
5129. It is put into the refrigerating chambersT
-Yes.
5130. Have you any difficulty ill getting space t
-Yes.
5131. What difficulty have you experienced in
that direction 1-In this way: we have had
buyers come from the other countries to buy fruit,
and we have sold them fruit, and they say, "We
have bought some fruit, and we want you to ship
it for us." When we, have tried to get space, we
'ha:ve not been able. to get it, and the consequence
is we have lost the business.
5132. How have you not been able to get the
space 1-The shipping companies have told us they
have no space for us. It is all taken up.
5133. Is the space sold out to any particular
person or number of persons. Does anyone buy
a large space 1-We have heard it is so; that it is
secured months before the season begins by several
men, but I could not prove it.
5134. When you have· got space, have you got it
through agents, or direct from the shipping firms 1
- I think mostly through agents.
5135. Are you of opinion that tliese agents
have purchased the space in large quantities 1Yes.
5136. Have you done any direct shipping to
the other States 1-\Va never have any trouble
with space with the other States.
. fi 137. Your troubles are with oversea shipping 1
-Yes; England and Germany.
5138. Ha.ve you done direct shipping with the
companies themselves 1-1 think we have several
times yearn ago.
, 5139. Have you any ,idea what it cost you for
that space from the shipping company, and the
price charged by the agents who have purchased
space and re-sold it 1-We have always noticed it
has come out about the same thing we had to pay
the shipping company the same price as we have
to pay the agent, but we do very little in that
way; we sell to men who are shippers and are
,sport of their stuff; they come and buy from us
'when they know we have stuff on hand to fill
. their complement--when they are short is our
opportunity to sell. '
5140. Oan you suggest any way in which the
&hipping with regard to refrigerating space might
be improved '-No.
5141. Do you deal with vegetables 7-Yes.
5142. Do you find any difficulty in keeping
vegetables 1-Pernonally, I should not think a cool
store would be of much advantage; I do not believe in kooping those things on hand; I believe
in selling as soon as you can, and nursing those
things in cool stores does not enhance the price,
5143. Do they deteriorate rapidly in a nortbwind day in the market1-Yes.
5144. They 1000 weight, evaporation takes
place, _arid some of the growers tell us prices are
very mucn reduced 1-N0 doubt; but if they start
putting them in cool stores, they are accumulating
stock, and vegetables do not keep very long in
r,ool stores before they begin to show it; I do not
think it would pay.
5145. Have you heard any general complaint
in reference to that from people who have consigned vegetables to you 1-No; but we always
make it a practice, if we ~et a quantity of. stuff
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on' Saturday, and it is a hot day, to run it down
to the refrigerator and keep it over the Sunday.
5146. Do any of the other agents do the.same ~
- I think so.
5147. So, in your opinion, that complaint is
met also by the action of the agents ~-I·think so.
5148. Can you suggest any improvement in the
conditions of marketing fruit or disposing of it at
present 1-In my opinion, one of the greatest requirements here is the facility for disposing of
fruit in the city by barrows.
of the marketing -of it;
5149. I am speak'
you do not think muc improvement could take
plate except by having greater room 1-That is so.
5150 .. Do you think it would be advisable for
the council, who app~ar to have no· legal right to
sell those stands in the streets, to compel the
people who are now in the streets to utilize the
145 stalls now unoccupied in the market 1-1
think it is the duty of the council to make provision for those people.
5151. You think they should be compelled to
take up the stands that are vac.ant 7-N 0 doubt,
if the council insist~d upon it, they would have
to do it.
_
5152. And, the strelets could. be kept c1!~ar for
the convenience oftl1e people co.IlJ.ing in and out
and getting their stuff away1-It, would b~ a
great improvement I think.
5153. The congestion prevents any man ,getting
his stuff to the waggon without an. enorm~)Us
amount of manual labour-ought not something
to be done to prevent that congestion 1-1 do n.ot
see how you can do it, unless you get mor~ land~
5154. We have been told there are 145'.vacant
stands in the market, and .yet all those people, a,re
out in the street preventing people qoing their
business, entailing a lot of m~nual labour in
getting their stuff to their carts; is that fair to
the large body, of purchasers who go to that
markfrt 1-1 do not' think it is.
5155. What is the reason they do not go to
those 145 stalls 7~I cannot say; most salesmen
like'to get down to the centre, if possible. ... '
51'56. Would there be any difficulty .in comp~.Iling those people to take! the stalls which ar~
vacant' before they are allowed to corne o.n· the
'streets-what would you do if you controlled the
market 1-1 suppose I should have to .compel them
to tiLk€> the stalls if they were vacant, and' they
were suitable'; if they are' not suitable,. I could
not compel them to take them.
. ';~l:
5157. In what respect are they uns~itable 1They are right out of the centre; that is what they
complain of; that buyers will not, come .so .far
to buy.
, .
5158. If your stand was moved'to one of those
unoccupied stalls: would not the vast body of your
cu·stomers 'come to look for you just the same',!I supp'ose 'they would. '
..
'5159. The big bulk of your businesS has been
with clients who have been dealing with you for
a n urn bel' of years 7-Yes.
..,
5'160. Does that not apply to every line of produce sold 'there j all those dealers 'have built" up
trade with, market gardeners and others, and'they
deal with them regularly 1-Yesj' I sh6u~dsay so.
5161. ~f that is so, there is not- a~y. gre,at, ,hardship, in 'compelling . those people t6 roo?e off the
streets to the vacant stalls r-Most people' who
have ooen located in one plaCe for years are so
well known tha't no one has any trouble to find
them out j but in a busy market it is soinetiinoo
'difficult to'finda man if, you put him a' few hundredyariHaway; and .his.trade may.be got'before
the 'customer geta to h11ll; that IS where; the
.dang~r ""

5162. That is all in the, luck of·the thing; once
he was established, his connelXion would.' know
where he was1-Yes; but the man who has a good
stand does not like to give it up.
5163. Why should he not be. shifted out after
so many years 7-It would not be. a fair thing. If
you did that,: you would open up the way' to
bribery; perhaps a man would give 'a man a
bonus to get into another man's stall. Men have
gone' to lessees and bribed them to take other
men's stands.
5164. The council would have the means of
checking that 1-The council would; but I am
speaking of men who have leased the market; that
was tried on me; I was threatened with all kinds
of penalties.
5165. If there was compulsory auctioning of
the fruit, would that be an improvement ~-I do
not think so.
5166. Is fruit soki by auction ill Victoria!~
No; they have tried it in a few places, and it has
failed. I beliave it is tried in Geelong; but, in
the Melbourne market, several people have tried
the auctioning of fruit, but they hav~ n~ver made
the success of it the butter people do.
5167. nas it ~ver been tried under the control
of the council-the council themselves employing
the a uctioneers ~-N o.
5168. Hag it been tried anywhere else~-I have
never heard of it.
5169. Do you how al?-yt,hing of the sale of
fruit in Sydney and Adelaide 1-0nly by visiting
there.
5170. Is any sold by auction there?-No; it is
the same system as heiTe.
5171. How long is it
you visited the Adelaide market 1-Abou t four, years. I was staying
with the, proprietor of the new ma,rket when it
was completed.
5172. What is your opinion in regard to the
convenience of the new market in Adelaide and
the city market here 1-1 think the· Adelaide
market is· much superiol'; ther-e is one nice provision there, that is water-tl'Oughs for horses;
'
I thought that was. a splendid thing.
5173. Did you visit the Sydney marketY-Yoo;
the foundations of the new market were in when
I was there; but I visited the open mar-ket which
is held by the salesmen themselves. :rlfey purchased the· ,market and let it to themselves; it is
a .co-operativt? affair.
'
5174. Are there any features in connexion with
the marke,ting of fruit or vegetables in Adelaide. or
Sydney that you think might be introduced here
\vithadvanta.ge to the trade 1-1 think the:system
is Precisely the same. The stuff is-consigned by
t,he.-grower dit'ect to the ageillt, especially the old
Belmore-street Market, in Sydney, where most· of
the vegetables go to. You very seldom find, any
vegetables in t.he Sussex-street market; the st~ff
is put out. ou -the pavement and. sold; though; lTI
some cases they- have . stalls provided by the
council.
5175. Is there any provision in these markets
for the stall where the produce is ~xposed, for
sale being raised 5 or 6. inches from the ordinary
footway along which the ' people walk up and d9wn
the market 7'-'--1 orily' know of whit are eroo~ed
by the :lltall-holders themselv.es-4h'at is wooden
trays; there is no fixture:
.
5176. Would it be an advantage;if the'market
was so constructed,that the wares 'exposed for sale
might be raised on an asphalt platform. 6 inches
above 'the lev'el on, which 'the people walld-I do
mit' think it would be. of great advantage; from
th~1 point of cleanliness, it might be; but, from
any other point, in handling your stuff you :wouh~

,
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..find the platform in your road. When a grower
backs in with twenty or thirty dozen cauliflowers
he wants a bit of room; he does not want a platform in front of him.
5177. He backs in now to a level stall; would
it be any inconvenience if a portion of. his stall '
was raised 6 inches from the path along which the
public would walk up and down to inspect, the
wares. ~-It would be more cleanly t.o have it
·raised, no doubt.
6178. It would not be any inconvenience to the
man who backs in his waggon 1-It would be in
his way; he wants to jump about a lot. He is
,unloading on one side; after he gt;lts a certain
distance, he wants to run round to the other
side; then he wants to sell at the back.
5179. Six inches would not be a great inconvenience ~-There is no good in putting in 6 inches
if it is no good to a man.
.'
'5180. If the goods are exposed in a more cleanly
condition, would not that he of great.er 'advantage
than the inconvenience of having to, 'step down
6 inchesY-I do not think so.
5181. By the Ghairman.-You think, \{rom a
convenience point of view, there should he no
stand; but, (rom a cleanly point of view, you
should have a stand

day's work, even if the barrow man gets .nothing
out or his fruit, The barrow men do not return
the cases; they get the cases with the fruit, but.
it is different in the Victoria Market.
5186. Would you have besides travelling stands!
- ...Yes.
5181. To' go from corner. to corner from day to
day7-Yes, and they should be kept clean. When
our suggestion was made to the City Council I
might state that the barrow men agreed that if
it were possible to arrange for some of the barrows they would provide a man and pay his wage
to go round to insist upon the barrows being kept
in order, and also upon the men behaving themselves as they should; that on a ca·se of misconduct
or' using bad language being proved against the
barrow man he would lose his position.
5188. Were the barrow men prepared to take
a part of the management in the intereSts of the
pub1l6 Y-'Yes.

The witness withdrew.

Isaac Woolf, sworn and examined.

51,89. By the Ghairman.-What are you 1-'
Fruit agents and buyers; my father and brother
a:Q.d myself.
.
'The witness U!-ithdrew,
5190. Where is your stand ~-No. 3, Western
Market.
,5191. Are you in the .Queen Victoria Market 1
'-Yes; I do not think there is any particular
E, Millis, recalled.
number to our stand there; but we are along
5182. By the Ghairman.-Do you think su;pe:- .Queen-s~reet, near Mr. Millis.
5HJ'2. It is a good stand 1-Yes. It is ·four or
vision should be provided for hawkers of frUit III
the 'cit'y1-Yes, most decidedly.
I am very five stands from Mr. Millis; we hav!? two and a
strongly 'of the opinion that provision 'should 'he half stands.
made for 'them as soon as possible. The growers
5193. What do you pay 1-1 think it is about
want it and the consumers want it, and I think.2s. 6d. a stand.
thOse are the people who are most directly 'ih,5'194. How long have you been there 1-In the
terested, and they should be considered.
Victoria Market about fifteen to seventeen years;
5183. Have you any Elan as to how these in the'Western Market about twelve years.
hawkers could be placed in the city without in5195. How do you transact your business. Are
cOriveniencing the traffic to any extent ~-Some you a commission agent ?-;-Commission agent, and
time ago we made a suggestion to the City Coun- we also bu;}".
cil that, in the event of the council not being able
'/U96. Wnat do 'you charge 1-We charge local
t6 secure a central piece of land, the City Council growers 10 per cent. straight out, and we charge
might s~e its way clear to have the barrows dis- New 'South Wales and Adelaide and Tasmanian
tribute,q',Over the city, say, at, least twenty-five 'growers 1~ per cent. and cartage.
With the
prominent corners for twenty-fiye harrows. The -Vict6i'ia'~ :growers it includes cartage.
City Council informed us that it could not enter5191. How do you return the account sales 1tain such a proposition. We think it is quite Each 'grower gets a separate account sale.
possible for the City Council to make provision
'5198.
you average the account 1-No, we
for the barrows, and we think that. even now at give'the amount that each lot brought. A grower
the bottom of Queen-street provision could be might consign fifty cases of fruit; it is displayed
made fOl: !I. good number of barrows very close to 'on the accou'nt sale, and each lot is quite separate.
the railway station.
Provision could be made The one 'account sale is for the lot, but each lot
there for at least twenty barrows.
Every day is entered to the grower.
tnese barrow men dispose of an immense quantity
5199. Suppose a man sends in 100 cases of
of fruit.
Jonathans,and you sold them in ten different
5184. If that provision were made, !"ould it in- lots; do you re~urn the price each lot b:rought vcrease the sale of fruit 1-Yes, I am sure it would. Yes.
Very often fruit that now comes from the market
5200. Where is your office1-No. 3, 'Western
has to he des.ttoyed-good wholesome, clean Market.
fruit. That fruit could be placed on the barrows)
5201. What is the amount or your business per
and sent out into the city, and sold to the pMple annum 1-1 should say about £8,000 a yea'r.
at a. fair and reasonable price.
5202. 'WiII you give a return of the amount
it:~j~185. Would"that price be different to ~he prices
last, year"i-Yes.
:
,
WliICh the shops charge 1-Yes. The barrow men
5203. What fruit do you principally deal in 1always sell the fruit cheaper than do the shops; Practically all fruit in season-apples, pears,
they are 'satisfied with very small profits. -As 3. grapes, and everything in season.
rule the barrow njen 'are very poor men, and. they
'5204, Do you deal in dried fruit1-Very rarely;
only 'desire to make a living. They look upon the perhaps occasionally they send a box.
,5205. 'Where do you get them V-A few of the
value of the empty cases 'as part of their,earnings.
If a barrow man sells twenty cases of fruit 'he~lias small growers in the Goulburn Valley district
twenty' empty cases, and :tp:ose 'c'ases"represent. to ' might '¢end' a' case "or two along, but we do not
'him 6s. 8s.:in value. ..Tli'at i6s., 8d. -repreae'n£Sa "dater fOr'it;, a.nd 'we do 'not want it.
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5206. Where does your business lie principally?
-It is pretty well distributed; we buy a good
deal in PakenhaIIl" and largely in the' Goulburn
Valley district.
. ' ,
5207. What is the principal fruit you deal in 1
-Nothing in particular; we have to take aU· that
is consigned toO us.
.
5208. Do you deal in citrus fruit1-Yes.
5209. Bananas ?-Queensland bananas we have
consigned to us.
5210. From the growed-Yes; .we dea.l with a
number of Queensland growers; I can supply you
with the names.
521l. Do you buy from the Chinese in Melbourne 1-N0, we do not do much in bananas.
5212. Do. you deal in Fiji bananas 1-No.
'5213. Where do you get your pineapples from 1
·-Quej:lnsland.
5214. }'rom the same firm that you buy bananas
from 1-We do not buy them; we have them con.
signed to us.
5215. Are you a commission agent for the sale
of those 1--;-Yes.
5216. Do you do any fruit. packing in the market1-Very little; we do it when we get boat
: orders. They need the stuff in first, second, and
third uses, and they require it graded.
5217. Do you do any packing for.fruit that
you place upon the local market 1-Hardly any.;
only if the fruit comes down in bad order then
itis necessaary to pack it. At this time of the
year there is practically none; you would not
average fifty cases a week.
5218. Do you re-pack apples 1-Very, very few;
if the apples come in good order they are so,ld just
as they are.
5219. How many cases' did you re-pack last
week 1.,.-1 do not think there were any re-packed
last week; there were a few for a boat order,
yesterday; there were none for the local market.
. 5220. How much have you re-packed since
. Christmas 1-1 cannot say from memory.
522l. Can you give us that information 1-We
do not keep a record of the stuff we re-pack.
i5222. How many packers have you 1-We have
none; we have storemen. I do some of it; the
drivers do some of it. and the storemen do some
of it. We have three drivers and two storemen.
5223. Are they much of their time packing 1Very little, not one-fourth of their time.
5224. Is there a man continually emplOYl~~
packing 1-No.
'r'."c
5225. Would on,e man's time be altogether employed in packing 1-Not altogether.
5226. What do you re-pack the apples for 1Sometimes ·the grower grades them very badly;
we had a few yesterday graded very badly, and
we re-packed them and closed them:
5227. Did you occupy the same number ot
case'S 1-No, we lost one case in sixteen.
5228. What were those cases used for 1-They
went to the Victoria Market, and some were sold
in t};te Western Market; you cannot think of
every· small item like that.
.
5229. Is sixteen cases a small item 1-Yes.
5230. Did you pack anything elSe besides those
sixteen cases 1-No.~',;,.
~'.:., (
. 5231. <From what grower did' you obtain,·those
cases 1-Pearce, of Diamond Creek.
5232. You got sixteen cases from 'him 1-Yes.
5233. And you lost one1-Yes.
5234. By Mr. Warde.-Does that mean that
the man who packed the cases faked them 1-No,
they were··put in the case roughly, and when they
came down we re-graded them. He told me he

had a few apples; not enough to grade himself.
I said, "Send them down, and we will re-grade
them."
5235. lJy the Chairman.-What was the name
of those apples'I-Ho"over's, and Rhymer's, and
another variety I could not name.
5236. These three kinds. were packed together 1
-Yes, and we made three grades of them.
. 5237. How did you lose that one case 1-This
man had a limited time to catch the train. He
packed a lot of tomatoes; I was at his place on
Sunday; these tomatoes were to come down on
Tuesday by the train. I told him the tomatOes
were too ripe to send by rail. I said, "You fetch
them in on Monday next; I have ordered a
truck, and I will have to pay the full charg-e if
I cannot make up the ton."
I said, "Put a
load on of apples, and we will class them and pack
them in the store."
5238. You had sixteen cases of apples, and when
you finished you had fifteen.
Were those cases
full 1-Y es.
5239. You packed all the grades of apples togethed-No.
5240. There niust have been an equal quantity
of each grade1-No, there may ha.ve been a case
with mixed varieties at the end; when stuff cornea'
down like that you have to grade it.
.
5241. vVere there sixteen cases1-Yes, sixteen
came down with the consignment; we re-packed
them and made fifteen cases.
5242. Were ther: e three.or four kinds of apples
in them 1~Yes, approximately.
_
5243. They all turned out even cases, tho,ugh
they were packed promiscuously at firsU-Yes.· :
- 5244. That was a most remarkable thing 1There may have been half-a-dozen pounds . of
apples left over; if you have a few mixed ones
in a case you mark it mixed.
.. 5245. How many cases did you pack last Friday 1-1 could not say; I was down at the boat
and on the rail. I was hardly in the store last
Friday.
5246. Can you give an accurate record of what
you packed 1-1f(); we do not keep a record of
what WA pack.
5247. How do you pay the packers 1-We do
not have any.
We do not pay pack.~~s; Mr.
Wilson .paid a.,packer 3d. a c.ase fqr ,~p1l:cki~g
twenty-five' casell;Lbut I had nothmg todo~wlth It.
5248. Who did the packing yesterday 1-The
storeman,Les. Wilson.
5249. Where did he do it 1-In the store at the
Western Market.
525{J. By ·1I1r. Wa1'de.-If you had sold those
sixteen cases, the purchaser would have been short_
of a case 1-You could not have sold them like
that, because you would not have realized a fair
price for them; they were left to us to re-pack
to market them.
5251: He did not consign sixteen cases, and expect the ret_urns for sixteen cases 1-Certainly not.
The witness withdrew.

John Clayton, town clerk of Me1.hourne, ElW9IR
~tt
and .examined. n. s
bob\:,
5252.'iJ3y the Chairman.-In your position as
town clerk of Melbourne, have you the management of the markets of the city of Melbourne
Counci11-The supervision of the markets; the
direct management is in the hands of the superintendent.
'
.~5253. Can you give us It statement in connexioIlwith the positioIl of the markets, the
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5261. Is that so on every market morning 7Yes, except so far as there may be any that are
not occupied by the growers, and facilities are
afforded to the man without a pe,rmanent stand to
put in an application for either any individual
stand, any stand in a particular shed, or any
stand in the market, and he gets the right to that
stand in the order of his application.
5262. By Mr. Warde.-Witnesses have stated
that, retailers operate as soon as the market is
open, to the detriment of the wholesale seller 1If so, that would be a matter of administration,
as to which, no doubt, the su'perintendent could
speak with more definite authority than myself.
. 5263. If it be so, is it any breach of the reguActs of Parliament regarding the markets ttnder lations 1-0ur first interest is the accommodation
the control of the City Council, and the grants.]
of the growers.
5254. Is that piece of land at the corner of
5264. By the Chairman.-You have stated that
Elizabeth-street in your possession 7-Yes.
growers have first claim upon the stands ex5255. Have you a piece of land in Pigdon-street, cept such as have permanently been let ~-I canNorth Carlton 7-Yes.
We ha,ve the piece of not say that an individual grower can come and
land at the corner of Flinders-street, where the claim a stand any morning he thinks fit.
He
fish market and the cold stores are erected. We can put in his application for a right to a perhave not the piece at Spencer-street.
manent standing,' and having got it he holds it
5256. Do you know the conditions under which against anybody.
tenants occupy the Queen Victoria Markets 1-Yes;
5265. Is that inside the market'~-Yes.
the growers or their representatives are allowed
5266. Does the retailer who has a stand inside
to have permanent standings.
The growers are the market hold it against any grower that might
specially provided for ,\:>y permanent standings, apply for it ?-N0, not that I am aware of; he
and are charged dues at a rate of £1 per quarter. would not have got it except secondarily to the
They have the first option of stands in the mar- grower. If there is a vacant stand which no
keto
Years ago, when it was in the hands of grower wants to have it would be let to the
the lessees, clauses were inserted in the lease to retailer.
secure priority of occupation "to growers, and to
5267. Supposing there are certain desirable
prevent by any possible means either the levying stands in the market that are let; are those all deof blackmail, as was suggested this morn- sirable stands in the possession of the growers 7ing m other evidence, or the superiority They have first right to them, and so far as I
For tliat reason know no grower wants one now that is let to a
of any other interests.
our regulations provide that growers shall retailer as against him.
have the permanent standings, as we term them,
5268. A witness has told us that he has been
for which they pay £1 per quarter, equivalent to an applicant for a stand for eight years, and
fifty-two market days.
Then there is another" could not get it 7-1 can understand that.
He
?la~s~ whereby the representatives of growers,. not might have asked for a stand, a particular stand,
mdivIdua.l.growers, but men. t? whom we mighL whiSh had been occupied by a man, and whose
refer a~ ~llddlemen
c0!llmisslOn agents, such as . father befo1'e him occupied that stand'; that would
Mr. MIllIs, have t,heir SItes at a ~xed rent per _ take him back mOre than eight years. But that
quarter.
T~en ~e have the retaIler, the man man did not tell you that he had applied for-a
who buys hIS frUIt in~he market or .elsewhere, stand in the market, or a stand in any shed ip.
and who ;'does an essentIally retail busmes3, who the market for many years. That is that he was
i~ an imp'ortant factor in ~he m~rk~t, ,?oth .finan- willing to take any stand available.
c~ally and from th~ pubho con,:,em~nce pomt of h~5269. He stated that he had applied for a stand
VIew. The ~bove gIves you the varI?us classes of wll'ere there would be an advantage to men
stallholders m the market.
selling, and it is said in other evidence that the
5257. You have just stated that the retailer retailers have possession of those stands at prewas an immense public convenience7-Yes. Any sent1-If I could get particulars of his evidence
one who has visited the, market will recognise that I could tell you definitely. I am speaking now
he comes on the scene as the grower or wholesale really on the principle that that man has applied
man walks out, and this causes an influx of retail not for a stand in the market, but for a parbuyers.
To anyone interested in this subject ticular stand, which particular stand he wants
it would be very useful to attend the market and possession of.
watch its changes.
5270. He states that, he has applied for a stand
5258. By Mr. Warde.-Is the retailer supposed under the roof in the market, which may be a
to carry on operations while the wholesale man reasonable business stand, where the business is
is operating 1-He is not supposed to, for the rea- done, and that he has applied for eight years,
Bon probably that his customers are not there.
and cannot get one 1-There is a number of stands
5259. Do the regula,tions forbid it~-No.
I marked red on the plan which he could get tothink the retailer comes on the scene about 8 morrow. They are not a very considerable diso'clock.. The retailer is not ,there to the detri- tance from Queen-street.
ment of any producer at any time; th!l~ is dis5271. In connexion with these standi'ngs' 'that
tinctly provided for, and the superintendent is are occupied, are any of them occupied by revery keen in carrying out that particular part of tailers to-day 7-If there is no grower's applicaEon for them, certainly we would let them to
his work.
5260. By the Chairman.-How do you work the retailers.
Not to the detriment or the
that out 7-Nobody would be allowed to get mto growers.
5272. Are there any retailers in these desirable
a stand that a grower was desirous of occuPYl~g;
the growers have the first choice of stands. C:',
stands, say, within a dozen stands of Queenoriginal charter under which they were granted,
and the conditions under which they were to be
used ~-Speaking generally, in the fir~t place the
markets were acquired' by Act of Parhament,
are to be used for market purposes. Perhaps it
would be well not to go any further than that
until I produce the different Acts of Parliament
relating to the markets, as soon as I know what
you have in your minds. We hold grants, and
some of our properties were given to us by special
Act of Parliament. In each case the purpose to
which the property is to be devoted is set out.
For instance, take the Queen Victoria Markets.
The Act of Parliament which gives us our title
sets out our responsibility.-[Witness to produce
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street, who have an exclusive occupa,ncy of them 1 belo,ngs to Mr. Br.own or ,Mr. J,ones, and he comes
- I think not, but I cannot answer that question into the market, we pull out, and go arid look for
definitely. The superintendent of the market Call another empty stand.
give definite information as to this.
5284. Does that take place inside the maJ:ket.1
5273. If the retailers have those stands, do they -Yes.
hll.re:them, because there are no growers' appli.
5285. 1 understood your statement to apply to
catIons for them 1-There may be some small re- permanent standings, and that they can only be
tail stands near a place in Queen-street, which taken through the market inspector 1-That .is
are marked off as small stands, and which a grower right.,
could not physically occupy with his cart.
5286. And no man can be in possession ofa
5274. What do you call the size of a small permanent stand that is occupied from day to
stand 1-If the stand is on the footpath he 'could day, and go into that stand and have it 'reserved
not get his cart there, supposing he was in occu- for him unless he gets it through the market inpation of it.
spector's office1-That is so, or through his
5275. For what reason cannot the grower occup:y officers.
.
the stands on the footpath i-He could not get hi!!
5287. What takes place outside ?-Permanent
cart there.
standings are let there.
5276. Why cannot he get his cart there 1-;He
5288. Do you carry out the same, method there
cannot get it on the footpath; I am not speaking as you do with regard to the inside of the marabout getting up to the footpath. If you will ket ?-It is the universal practice to allow streets
allow me to speak d~finitely regarding any par- to be occupied for market stands throughout 'the
'
ticular stand' I will make the matter clearer. I world.
am only speaking generally.
5289. Do you have a plan at the inspector's
5277. Could a stand there he occupied by the office, 'and put m.en in possession now 1-Yes.
retailer when a grower demands it ~-l believe not.
5290. Are you now letting those standings in
If what I believe is wrong, I'shall correct myself. the street 1-Yes.
'
For th:e moment I cannot put my finger on any
529l. Are you re-Ietting -standings ,in cases
on.;; stand. "
where the occupiers have gone out of possession 1
5278. po you say that no retailer can have II. -Yes, if vacant.
If ther-eisa vacant stand
stand to the detriment of the growed-Thatis there it would certainly ,be re-let.
our intention.
5292. Then you have re-let those stands 1,5279. Can you say whether that intention has Yes, so far as I know.
5293. If we bring evidence to show that you
been canjed out ~-I cannot. If it is &uggested
they have -taken stands to the detriment of have not done so {or a considerabl.e period, will
growers, but I am under the impression' it has you contradict it ~-If the evidence is more rebeen.
'
liable than the information 1 have, no. I 'shall
5280. How does a grower know whether there doubt it very much.
isa stand available in the market ~-There is a
5294. Can you prevent the (( cuckoo" taki:qg
notioe posted in the market of all stands that are possession of any other man's stand ill the street 'I
vacant, and anyone can apply for any stand that - I am suro we can.
is on that, notice board. At the inspector's office
5295. You have done so in the inside of the
a record is kept of every vacant stand in the market, and why not on the outside ~-Because
market, and any grower wishing to have a stand "'it would be by a process which the "cuckoo'
in the market can apply to the' market super- would not like.
If it be contended that the
intendent in the market for any vacant strand. street IS not the mark,~t, and we have no right
Ifth'a stand he applies for is vacant he gets it, to lease those slands, then by the Markets Act
. right away.
. he has no right to. be there at ~ll, and ?a,n' be
~. 5281. If there is no one before him, not an prosecuted for bemg theI'<7, WIth 'a mllllmUID
original lessee of the stand, what do you d01- penalty of £5.
In regard to permanent standings he has th"
5296. Do you say power would lie in your hands
occupancy against everybody.
to prosecute ~-Yes.
5282. Are you'aware that there are' individuals
5297. 'Vould you have the power that the police
in the market who let growers or anybody who have t? keep the street clear ~-:-That i~ a ,~.at~r
want to get into the market know where there on whIch I would not express a defin~te opllllOn
are desirable stands, and 'they take possession of off-hand.
these, and the first time the inspector comes round
5298. Would you say the police could not clear
he, collects Is. ~-That is hardly the way it should you all off 1-1 would prefer not to say what the
be put. If there be any vacant stands in the poliqa ,can or cannot do u.nder the Police ,Offenrea
market a casual is at liberty to go into them, but Act. I -know what we can do.
if he takes a stand which is already let or held
5299. You know by some actions which have
under a' permanent standing ticket, he has to taken pla.ce lately-apparently concerted actiongo out'when th,90ccupier of that stand comes in. with the knowledge of the City'Council, that ce1'There is no difficulty about that. The first we tain men have poss-ession of stands in the streets,
do know of him on tlIat particular morning is and they: have declined to put these" cuckoos , j
when the collector collects his due, which is all off the stands, and apparently they carmot be
that is necessary to do, because he is in posses- shifted by the City Council ~":""'That is so.
An
sion, -and nobody is hurt by his being there, and action 'would have been taken in that ,matter>to
he pays his due.,
have the qu.estion settled once and for all, but
5283. Did you sta~ that -there is a ,plan put for the fact that the extension of the market, is
up 'at 'the ma,rket inspector's office, and a man under consideration at the present time.
After
wishing a stand goes to thatoffice~-I said that that extension, part of the scheme will be to have
if a'man wi~hes to have a ,permanent standing he no stands in the street at all.
"
does ,that.
If you 'and I went in to-morrow
5300. Where do you purpose extending the
morning, each with our own carts, we would take market ~-W e a,re hoping to have' the assistance
a vacant stand; if. nobody is injured or dis- of this Commission in obtaining th,eo ,Old Cemepossess.sed, 'and'we pay 'our 'dues, everyboqy, il:! terysite to enlarge the market, so far as 'it .may
satisfied.' If' We 'take possession of a stand which be necessary,and if' there be: any portion .of the
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cemetery site which is not required for market
thgiJl the City Council will undertake
the mallltenance and preservation of that portion
as a public reserve.
5301. Inside the market to-day, will you allow
a "cuckoo," to deprive another man of a stand
for which he has paid 1-Certainly not.
5302. Outside the market, wher,,, a man pays
the same rate, you allow the "cuckoo" to dispossess him ~-I do not say we allow him; we
have not stopped him.
53.03. But if you .do not prevent a man doing
a thmg, you allow lum to do it ~-Not necessarily.
\Ve have not prevent9d, but we have allowed.
5304. Has it taken place with your . knowledge 1
--Yes.
5305. Then you have allowed it. . If it had
taken place without your knowledge, you could
say you had not pl'cvented it, because you did
not ~n0:-V' but IS it right to qllibbl.e about the
apphcatIOn of terms 1,-1 do not wish to do t.hat.
We have not taken drastic actions against these
"cuck(los," but we have allowed the, matter to
go on, because it is ouly recently that this difficulty has taken any very definite form and at
the time it aros,; there was no considera~ion of a
plan for the extension of a market. The designs
prepared for the extension of the market provIde
for every stand now on the street, and in ,,,ach
case the difficulty would be removed. Otherwise
steps would have been taken, and will be taken,
if necessary, because it would le,ad to difficulties.
5306, Even if legal opinion should be against
yo~ !-Leg:al opinion is not against me from the
pomt of VIew I have stated; legal opinion is with
me.
5307. Is legal opinion with you that you can
remove these "cuckoos" from the stroot 1-Yes,
According to section 25 or the Markets Act, if
the street is not a market then no man can sell
in any place outside the market other than his
own private pr.emises, so that the man who chooses
to fight would find himself up against a. greater
difficulty.
5308. Can you charge a man so much a day,
seeing that it is apparent that the only thing you
can apply to the market is the collection of the
same rate that you charge to a man who uses any
other part of the market!-No, we have no power
to charge a man anywhere in the city of Melbourne for a stand. If it is pa:rt o,f the market
we have the power, and because we are considering Queen-street as part of the market we are
exercising that power with the willing concurrence and the desire of the growers. Weare trying to develop the business.
. 5309. Then you maintain that you have the
rIght to charge an extra fee .for a market outside
the mark~t ~-No, I do not put it that way. We
are treatmg Queen-street as the market, and we
are fixing tlle rate for the stands in the street.
So far as a person who tries to oust' a standhoMer, we have power to stop him occupying.
That is what I want to make clear.
5310. Speaking of the prices you cha,rge for
stands in the inside of the market, they amOl1lh
to £1 a quarter 1-l'hat is right.
. 5311. Speaking of the c4arges for stan«fs out·
slde the market, are they £1 a quarter !~Some
of them.
5312. At one time, did you let all you could
at that rate1-We let all we call to-day at that
rate.
5313. But to-day you are not letting some (}f
the stands of the lessees who have left them at
that rate 1-That is information to me.
3267.-N
purpos~s,
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5314. The men that have come into possession
of some of these stands that you let at £1 a
quarter, you let them get the stands, and you
are collecting Is. frOID the mail who takes it up,
while the man who pays £1 has to fish for stands
himself 1-We would not allow a man to wrongly
take possession of a stand to hold it free.
\Ve
sllOuld certainly make him pay Is. for coming
into the market, which is equivalent to 52s. per
qua,tter as against 208. to the permanent holder.
5315. But the" cuckoo" arrives much earlier,
and takes possession of the stand, and you are
not disposses;;ing the " cuckoo" ill favour ot the
permanent tenant 1-1 recognise the existence of
the'" cuckoo."
5316. But you are not displacing him in favour
of the permanent holdel' of the stand ?-I told
you the reason for that just now.
5317. But I want to know whether you are or
whether you are not l-What you have stated is
correct.
5318, What are your tenancy fees for the stands
that are close to the market in Queen-&treet and
close to the entrance and exit for carts ?-About
£3 per quarter.
5319. How many stands in Queen-street are let
at that rate
cannot tell you. I can tell you
how many are let in Queen-street, but there will
be different rates, becau$() some of them are not
occupied by the quarter; some of the smaller
stands.
5320. Can you give us ,the amount of money
received from each stand, and the price of each ~
-No. I can give you the aggregated revenues,
-[Witness to supply the desired injorma,tion.]
5321. Would £3 a quarter be the highest rental
you are charging ~-Yes, per quarter.
5322. Do you say the council is occupying the
footpath against Queen-street 1-Yes,
5323. There was a road along the Queen-street
front inside the market gates. Before those gater:>
were there, the road was kept clear for drays, but
now it is all let right down.
Why is that 1Unless we are at cross-purpose,g as to the locality
you mean, with all due respect I think you are
wrong .
. 5324. Mr. Greaves &tated in his evidence that
he occupied the road, and he said the City Council abolished the road inside the market running
along Queen-street inside the fenoe and put the
market stalls as close as it could 'to the gatewnay?-That would be a road on the westerly side
Ol~ the west footpath of Queen-street.
5325. Mr. Greaves stated that the &taUs in there
were only to be let to market gardeners. Is that'
correct 1-1 do not think so. Preference is given
to market gardeners, to producers, and their representatives.
5326. Mr. Greaves also stated that since the
City Council had taken over the, market less regard had been paid to the interests of the growers
and more to the dealers 1-1 have no hesitation
in contradicting that statement.
The rents of
the growers were reduced when we took over the
market.
5327. Mr. Greaves stat.ed that latterly the rents
paid by the dealers were greater than those paid
by the growers 1-1 would pretfer the statement
put, on record that we reduced our rents which
were charged to the growers from 268.' to 20s. a
quarter.
,
5328. How long ago is that ?-In 1906,
5329. Mr. Greaves also stated that one great
source of grievance on the part of growers was
that the market was filled up with dealers of
goods, not fruit or vegetables 1-It is incorrect to
say "filled up," or ~ven appreciably filled up.
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One portion of the market, namely, the shed adjoining the cemetery, has boon filled up for stalls
occupied by vendors of goods other than actual
vegetable products, and these vendors are an
absolutely essential element to a good market.
I can show you photographs of markets in the
Old Country where those very goods are exposed
for sale. The fact of those goods being there is
to attract customers to the market who directly
benefit the growers, and the most essential feature of the market is attained. / That is borne
out by facts. I can prove it to you by pounds,
shillings, and pence.
5880. But, pe~haps,the question of pounds,
shillings, and pence rules this market too much 1
-\Ve do respect one thing, and that is increased
trade.
Every Is. received by us for dues indicates buyers who are an essential feature of tIle
market, and without whom the producer. would
, come off .very badly. I shall show you later on
by the numbers of each class what an important
feature in the market it is, and how valuable that
side is for the reason it is the retail portion of
the market business. Being a necessary adjunct
to. the market, I challenge thJ3' stateme11t that the
market is filled up with the veIidors of goods
other than marketable produce.
5331. Will you supply the Commission with the
number of vendors of those goods in the market
and the number of their stands 1~~,Yes.
The
number of gardeners within the shed is 785;
general wares enclosed. stalls, 65; dairy produce
sheds, 23; butche.r, fish, and small goods, 112;
gardeners and dealers in the street 160; a total
of 1,145, of which 65 are of the clas~ you rnention.
5332. Would those stands at the, present time
be good stands for people who want to sell fruit
and vegetables ~-N 0, and that is the reason we
converted them to this' purpose. The depth was
not sufficient to enable a grower with his cart to
be accommodated. Consequently, we turned them
into what might be termea. little shop fronts.
5333. What would you take to be the object
of. a market 1-To dispose of the goods produced
by the growers, and to accommodat-e the consurners' arid I think we have as near as possible
attained both thOse ends.
}5334. Do you mean to tell'me that the selling
of hardware and such goods is within the province
of a produce market 1-Yes, and it is a very big
feature as anyone will realize if he will only
spend one or two hours on any market morniTlg,
in the market.
I am very emphatic on tlia£!
point, and I shall be glad if the membel'S of tne
Commission will watch that phase of the market.
5335. Mr. Greaves has also stated that it was
on his recommendation that the rnarke,t was taken
over from the contractor; that he had made a recommendation to the council, and that just after
he made that recommendation that market was
taken over, and that there was an inerease over
his estimate of £6,700, and that the gross revenue
of the market that year was between £12,000 and
£13,0001-I shall have to refer to the records for
that year.
I challenge his statement that his
recommendation was the reason for taking over
the market.
He may have been instructed to
'give a report with the object of carrying out that
scheme as a subordinate offioor, and to·
·c· furnish
..
th", details.
But hel may have done 'It 'WIthout
instructions.
5336. What was the market let for the last
year that Mr. Waddick had possession of it 1cannot answer that question.
- 5337. Was he in occupancy for several years~
Yes, he h!'t'd several leases, ,and an individual
lease may have been for ,two or three years.
.
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533&,. As regards the apportionment of the expenditure, do you separate the costs and charge
them UIl to, the market 1-Yes.
5339. How many loads 01 ·stuff do you remove
out of that market 1-I think I can get you that
information for twelve months.
5340. Is the value of pure manure removed
from the markets charged up against the markets 1-1 shall be surprised to hear that the
manure is collect-ed from tJw Queen Vict.oria Markets separate from other refuse, by reason of the
fact that the whole of the refus.e is so mixed up.
5341. Manure exists in certain places where the
horses stand, a.nd the carts go along and pick
these heaps of manure up one after the other, and
take it out of the market 1-1 shall be surprised
if the refuse is removed other than in one g(lll>~l'al
lot.
5342. Do you charge against the market what
you conceive to be the market share of the expenditure 1-\Ve charge against the market the
a.mount which is estimated on the officer's return
as the actual cost of cleansing the market..
.
5343. What labour do you employ at the VIC(,oria Market 1-Subject to a correction of one or
two, probably We employ fourteen men every day.
5344. For what purpose 1-For regulating tile
traffic, going through the market generally, helping to control it. I do not know whether that
labour includes collectors or not until I look at
the details.
5345, As to interest of £3,460, what are you
c?-arging that interest on 7-Against the amount
of capital expended all the market, something like
£75,36l.
5346. How do you arrive at that capital expenditure ?-By what money has been expended out
of capital. That means loan money.
Possibly
that expendit'ifre might be increased by work
which has been done out of revenue, but the
figures which were given to you are the amounts
which were expended out ·of capital.
5347. Have you the list of capital expenditure
ill conl1exion with these markets ?-No-. It would
take some time, to estimate it, since it is the expenditure' of capital since the inception of the
mar,~et.
I got the total from the ledger in the
city treasurer's record. I call furnish the details.
---{Witness to furnish deta,ils.]
5348. Is thCl surplus £5)8301-Yes. :.L.
5349. D() you think that the City Council could
improve t~'e mar1E~t by the addition, say, of stands
for tlle occupiers'of the market 1-Certaiilly, if it
would be for the benefit of the producers.
5350. And the consumers 1-The stand ,";ould
not bene1fit the consumers, unless you mean a
stand a foot or two high.
It is not the universa.l
pra:ctice, but it does exist in some markets, aild
in those only in parts. It wonldbe found to be
very. disadvantageous to the producer, inasmuch
as his goods woula run the risk of being very m ~ch
kllocked about. It would curtail the available·
space, because pa,thways mnst be kept between the
stands.
If by a stand you mean a platform
raised 2 or 3 inches above the footpath in tl1e
centre, I am with you, because then the only
raising would be a continuous raising along either
side of the walk.
5351. J":N auld you raise them ab'ove the level)~'d·f.'
the pathway where' the people walk-round in' tlitl'
eentre 1--'-A couple of inches would be sufficient,.
5352. You believe th~ stands might be erected
above the level of t.he footpath where the buyers
walk 1--Yes; for the reason that it would make,
an. effective line of demarcation between the pathways and t,he sta.nd. We have that indicated now
by a broad painted line on the path. So long as
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that painted line is respected, there is no need
for a stand. But, being on the actual level of
the main walk, there is always the inclination for
a stallholder, eit.her deliberately or otherwise, to
encroach beyond it, or for his produce to get
beyond it, and to that extent curtail the footpath. I look at the mat,te.r both from a health
point of view and from the business point of view.
So far as tha.t is a factor, if the produce were all
kept inside the chalk line, there would be no difficulty whatever from the health point of view.
These are not footpaths out in the open, they are
all under cover; they are all well made, and impervious to moisture, and when the market &tarts
!;heyare all thoroughly clean; 80 there is no dirt
in the market except what is taken there.
5353. Did you hear Mr. ,Millis's evidence in
connexion with this matted-Yes.
5354. Are you in favour of the abolition of
street stands if you can get sufficient market accommodation inside ~-Yes; and that is what we
are striving for.
5355. Can the ·sal.e of fruit and vegetables in
the street stand be considered hygienid-N 0; if
I said otherwise, I would be misunderstood; but
I think the objectionableness is very much exaggerated. The fruit and vegetables are put down
on to a footpath which, prior to their deposit, is
clean, and so long as they are on that footpath,
they cannot get much 0 bjec~ionable matter into
them-certainly not so much object.ionable matter
as they are in in the gardens where they are taken
from. There is nothing more than dirt on the
footpath, and they came from dirt, and objectionable dirt at certain times.
I merely want
to indicate that the mere fact of these goods being
placed upon what is practically a clean asphalt
footpath, is not necessarily objectionable from a
hygienic point of view.
5356. If people walk along the footpath in
Queen-street on a wet morning where there is no
cover, and splash up mud on to the vegetables,
does it improve the vegetabloo ~-The walking is
not done where the vegetables are.
5357. But the people are walking on the same
level as the vegetables, and have .their feet within
an inch or two of them ~-Exactly; but that does
llot necessarily mean that dirt is splashed on the
vegetables.
Those footpaths are covered with
vel·andahs.
!
5358. But Queen-street is notllcbvered with a
verandah 1-But Queen-street. footpath 'is covered
with a verandah.
5359. Queen-street footpath is covered with a
verandah, but Queen-street itself is not1~We
were speaking of the asphalt footpath.
5360. I am talking about Queen-street, the
stands on Queen-street 1-1 beg your pardon, that
is the first time you mentioned street; I have
mentioned the Queen-street footpath.
5361. But I am talking about Queen-stTeet7Then my answer does not apply .to it.
5362. I do not desire the matter cloaked up ~
- I must protest against the us~ of the words
Cloaked up." If you mean Queen-street, my
answer does not apply; it would not be correct.
5363. I am speaking just now about Queens't!r:eet. rAre lvegetables oold ,on the street in
Queen-st.reet 1-In parts I t.hink they are: but in
a much lesser degree than on the footpath. A
large proportion of the vegetables in Queen-street
are sold from the carts, and are not on the roads.
5364. But some of them are sold on the streets ~
-That is p o s s i b l e . '
5365. Are there any verandahs in Queen-stree't ~
-No. Not ov.er the roadway.
~
i(
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5366. You would not be able to put this iucrease in height of 2 or 3 inches on the street;
you would have to take the stands away from the
street 1-1 indicated my desire that they should
all be taken away from the street as soon as we
can get accommodation inside'the market in the
posit,ion which the stallholders will appreciate. It
would be a hardship on many of our oldest
growers if we cleared them off.
5367. Did you not point out that you wanted to
increase the accommodation of the market for the
purpose of providing more desirable ·stands
order to keep people from the streets entirely?~
That iH so.
5368. By Mr. Hogan.-W~at authority has the
City Council to let stands in Queen-street 1-0nly
the inferential authority. and the universal practice that the surrounding streets are always treated
as part of the market. It is quite possible that
our authority may be challenged.
If it were
challenged, we would have no alternative but to
at once insist upon every stall-holder in Queenstreet shifting into the market, and, but for the
hardship that would have heen imposed upon
some of our oldestgrowe,rs, and some of our
oldest representatives of growers--like Mr. Millis,
who took up that site the day the market was
opened-they would have been shifted inside the
market now.
. 5369. Your authority is general practice, and
the hardship. that would be incurred 1-Yes.
5370. Do you know that there are sites in Victoria-street as well as in Queen-street~-Yes; more
or less on every street fronting the market.
5371. Do you know that some of the growers
paid your council rent for permanent stands upon
the street, and have had their stands jumped by
these" cuckoos," the consequence being that t,he
mEm who paid the council rent for the stands were
unable to occupy them ~-'rhat is so.
5372'. Is it not extraordinary that the City
Council should charge these men rent for stands,
and then not supply them with stand.s for which
the council had received payment ?-They could
stop that the moment they thought fit. I desire
you to understand that we are not doing it for
the sake of the £1 rental. If there is no one
desirous--and no one has been in the past--he
had the right' of that stand against anybody else.
There is no reason why a.ny man occupying a permanent standing on that side should pay his £1
if'tle is going to be dispossessed.
t15'373, In one of these sites on the south-west
corner of Victoria and Queen streets, on the morning we inspected thf.l market, we spoke to the man
that was on that stand, and he informed us that
he pf.lrmanently rented the stand, and that during the previous week another man had jumped
it, and that he was unable to occupy it, although
he had paid his renU-'l'hat is so, and I regret it.
All I can say is that if he is going to be dis-.
possessed of that stand, then it is no advantage
to him to pay his quarterly rent of £l.
5374. At least, I should think, they should reo
turn the rent if they cannot supply the stands 1Certainly. If 'we cannot give them what we want
them to have then we certainly will not charge
them.
5375. B¥!t the~~ men were charged 1-lt wa~ in
the middle of a quarter; that could be altered.
5376. Are those stands which are marked on
the plan produced the only places where growers
can establish themselves to sell produce, or to put
it in another way, are t.he growers or dealers allowed to .sell produce about Que~n anq Victoria
streets other than on those stanas which are
marked on th~ map1-No.
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5377. It appeared to us, on the morning we
were there, that the whole of Queen-street was
being used by carts, apart altogether from the
• sites you have marked on the plan 1-That is quite
right, they were occupied, but they were not. occupied by vendors. They were occupied by buyers,
and outside their carts you doubtless saw bags of
vegetables ready to put in which had been purchased by the suburban dealers. In collecting
those goods they put their carts alongside the
footpath for the whole available frontage of the
market. The place is chocked up with buyers'
carts, In addition to seUers, and that is why, if
We can remove the whole of the stands from
Quee~-st.reet, it will leave Queen-shreet available
for buyeri>' carts also.
5378. \Vhat provision is made for buyers to
place their carts to take p'ossC8sion of the produce
they purchase< ~-N 0 permanent provision other
than what space is available in the vicinity of
the market. They also occupy vacant stands inside the market. \Ve raised no question, and we
give the buyers every possible facility. We charge
nothing for the vacant st.ands. They are let to
growers, but not occupied. Last market morning
twelve or fourteen were occupied by buyers, who
take them in preference to the road.
5379. Are you aware that in addition to placing fruit and vegetables for sale on the footpath
in Queen-street, they place them for sale on the
ground in Queen-street, particularly on the south
corner of Queen-street and Victoria-street, where
we saw bags of vegetables in actual drains ~-\Ve
do not justify that for a moment, nor do woe approve of it. If it is done, it is done, but it sholiid
not be done. If they were bags of vegetables they
probably belonged to buyers, and were waiting to
be loaded.
5380. Do you .know that these sites are on the
shreet away from the footpath altogether ?-N ot
for vegetables to b9 placed th&re; they are sites
for the carts to back in.
5381. The practlce is to take' vegetables out of
the cart and spread them on the ground to display them to the purchaser 1-I should' be surpri~ed. if that is' done in the channel; but if in
the channel it is not justifiable. ~
5382. But the street itself is not much different from t,he channel 1-Very frequently, where
vegetabl<~s are pelt down in the street, I think you
will find that bags are put underneath them.
5383. "Va saw bags, but We saw carrots and.
cabbages placed on the street itself i-The minie
sentiment alon'El would be a suftlcient objection:''''
5834. By JliT. lVarde.-We saw bags being
soaked with t.he urine from horses.
Is it anybody's duty to make these gardene.rs remove their
produce from being exposed to such conditions 1I should think that the men who were on duty
· would have seen to that.
5385. Do yon think it· is a reasonable duty of
those men to pI'event .that sart of thing ?-1 think
it is a'reasonable thing that it should not be permitted. I do not defend it for a moment, anLi.
that is only another reason why we want to
them off th.e street altoge.ther. They ought to be
on the· stands.
· . 5386. By Mr. S,nowball.-As to. this 'question
of'street' shaUs, does not section 25 r;oe1!M' M:l:rket
Act'makK it quite clear that it IS a :'Ipunishable
offence for anyone to expose veg-etables for sah'
in any other place ·than the market, as defined
in the Act l-That is so.
5387. According to the Market Act, a market
is such a 'place where buildings are> erected with
stalls, &c:~ and other conve:nient buildings for

market .purposes. By implication does not that
provision clearly show that these goods shall not
be exposed for sale in a street 1-Yes.
5388. That b~ing so, is it not an evasion of the
Market Act for the City Council to let stalls
right in the centre oithe st.reet, as we found them
in Queen-street ~-\Vhat has been done has be,en
done entirely in Ule interest.s of the growers who
sought those stands.
5389. Mr. McCay has told us that you have a
sufficient area to occnpy those street stalls ?-That
is so.
5390. Why have you not compelled those
growers to go within the building 1-Because ·those
growers selected those places before we had P,",lmanellt stands fixed; they selected them, and
have occupied them for the> last thirty odd yea~·~.
It is only in their intexests that we allowed them
to continue.
5391. Notwithstanding the fact that the Market Act says' it g,hall be a punishable offence for
anyone to use such a plaoe for the sale of produce ?-Hence I quoted that section under which
we would deal with the "cuckoo," who wishes
to treat his fellow stall-holder' unfairly.
5392. Do you not think that a worse punishment, should befall anyone complaini11g about
this practioEl, bec8:use you would then enforce the
clearly expressed laws of the land against tha.t in..
dividual who disturbed this old-established practice ~-If a man will not play the game fairly,
then he must take the consequences.
5393. Do you not get a higher revenue from
those stalls 1-As dealers' stalls we do, but the
amount of reve11ue does not affect us in the
slightest. If we have t9 clear the st,reet, the ~all1e
accom~llodation will be provided inside the market in vacant premises-premises from which we
are not. getting revenue to-day. So that our re\'euue will not be increased or decreased one cent.
\Ve shall get the same revenues from th~ same
classes of .occupation if placed elsewhere. It is
not done for the sake of revenu~, the revenue
aspect is not 'in it.
5394. \Ve were told by some of the growers
that their objection to the use of some of the
st.alls which were> said to be vacant and available
for them, was that they were not suitable by
reason of there being. no proper access to or exit
from 'those staUs for buyers, and, therefore, the
buy.ers would .~:wt, come- near them L! That ;s
hardly so;:. At ~}le side of the old ori:lerly-room
frontage ~9 Quee.n-street there is a big roadway
behind, and they are vacant.. \Ve acquired the
orderly-room site for th", express purpose of trying to meet growers who had not sufficient accommodation, yet that portion is vacant now. The
road a.ccommodation is there.
539b. Have you any means of Clearing thai
piece of laud which blocks the entrance to 1, 2,
3, and 4 avenu·es 1-We had practically obtained
the site, when strong opposition was raised by cer·
tain members of the Hebrew persuasion who had
relatives buried there.
5396. 'Ve understood from the growers that
there was really only one effective· avenue into
Peel-street for their use at the present time~
That is not so.
5397. Are not those avenues closed up at times
by gateways ?-They are always drawn up' l;;]{eit
the inar*;~t is open" al~d I am speaking from p~~.~
sonal kliowledge. There are four gateways.
5398. Has tIle old provision regarding the market site lapsed into disuetude by custom 1-No, we
are using it now in other places.
We are
using that in preventing sales in parts of the
ci_ty wher., the .practice is i not allowed, for instil.Wce, in Swanston-street.
:H
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5399. Did you close the other avenues 1-Yes. market which is prejudiCial to, the disposal of the
5400. Did you enforce this express law at your growers' goods at the best prices, and Mr. McCay
option ~-No; we enforced it where the abuse was bas said that, so far as he knew, that was not so 1
to the detriment of the public. We allow it here -1 would ask you to call the superintendent.
541,4. Has your experience in regard to the
where' it is to the essential convenience of the
producer.
' general structure of the Queen Victoria Market
5401. There is nothing in the Act that the City indicated to you that it is now out of date in
Council shall be at liberty, where it considers it this respect-that it does not give 8ufficient space
in the interest of the public, to let stall~ on the between the stalls for the use of vehicles, buyers,
street ~-There is not. I have said so. To dis- and growers j' that there is a congestion of traffic
possess those people to-day would seriously in- there, which has rendered the market very diffitertere with the men we want to help; tl~at is, cult to work 1-That is so. Our plans provide
the growers of produce, and as s.oon as we can for re-modelling, commencing with the new and
accommodate those people on that' site. in properly abolishing the old ones al> we go along. That is
/Constructed sheds, and in close r.roximity to the due to the change in the_mode of conducting busicentre of the market, not one WIll be allowed to ness. The sheds have' not changed with the destand in the street.
. velopment ,in the traffic. On the new territory
5402, Can y()u tell us the history of the growth we shall commence the modern market.
The
, - sheds will be wider so as to give greater protecof these streets ~-No.
5403. Is it not a fact that this phase has tion on either side, and the roadways will be
I-'fadually extended itself, and that at first it was wider so as to maintain the same amount of space
limited to stalls which abutted on the footpath V between the horses' heads.
Then probably a
- I would not say limited; it was probably only' feature of the market will be a raised platform
utilized for that. I mean there was only a de- for the ,goods.
.
mand for that portion, and it 'is a natural
5415. Would the City Council be prepared to
development.
provide a cool store at this market if it secured
5404. Is it not only within very recent times the additional space required 1~If it can be
that these stalls extending into the centre of done, there is a necessity for it. I think the conQueen-street have been provided for by the City sensu1) of evidence will he very much on the lines
Council ?-That is so.
of that given by Mr. Millis. He does not think
5405. So that it is not true that this custom it would pay· the owner of vegetables to adopt
that you are following as to these four stalls right the. cool s~orage .,system, because of the limited
out into the centre of the street is verY' ancient 1 penod durmg WliICh t1le store could be used, and
-They were occupied before we prOVIded these because if the veget~bl~s ar~ going to be in. the
places, and when this plan was prepared it was store long enough, It IS gOllIg to have a d1sadprepared in the interests 01 the public users.
vantageous effect on the goods.
5406. Is it not a fact that it is only within the
5416. By the Ghair11lan.-Do any of the regulast three years that these extended stalls have lations of the City Oouncil's amended rules probeen availed of by the City Council-the stalls vide that commodities for sale in the market shall
which extend into the centre of Queen-street ~- not be sold by bulk but by In;tperial weight and
They do not quite extend to the centre; there is measure, according to their kind, and is this law
a bit of roadway in the centre. There would be obeyed ?-There is no repeal of that regulation,
room for one row of vehicles on the other side. but I am afraid it is not insisted upon, other than
and there is room for one vehicle in the central we have afforded special facilitiel> with as little
line.
inconvenience as possible for testing the weight.
5407. Is it not a fact that it is only during It is done in some cases, but in many cases I
the last t.wo or three years that this encroach- am afraid it is not.
ment nearly into the c~ntre of t~e street .has been
541~. It appears from the Act that it is your
countenanced by the CIty CounCIl ?-I thmk so.
duty to see that your rule as to wei<rhts and
5408.,' Is the occupation of the whole street more measures is adhered to ~-That clause is tbsolutely
recent ~-The central part of m It is a thing mandatory on the inspector that he shall do certhat has spread outward. I have"l'not the slightest tajn things where he has reason to doubt, and
doubt that the footpath and the inner line were that he would do, but the rule if a ticket is not
in existence from the very first day of the market. disclosed on every package is not imposed.
5409. Db you regard" shall be given to the re5418. The clause SaYS that commodities ill the
quirements of the law" in regard to your streets market shall not be sold by bulk, out by 1mabutting thereon,. that is in regard to. tJ:!e Police perial weight or measure?-Yes; if the purchaser
Offences Act, wInch makes it a pena<lty for any is desirous of that condition being carried out it
one to pla;ce obstructions in the public street, wIll be carried out, but the purchaser, as a matt,hat the land for market purposes is to be bounded tel' of fact, will not delay his work to allow of
by the street lines 1-Yes.
, t h i s "being done.
5410. Then no effect has been given to the
5419. But still the clause says, "shall not be
legislation 1-For the reasons I have stated, had sold by bulk, but by Imperial weight or measure,"
we attempted to do it.
which seems to signify that you must know the
5411. Can you supply the Commission with de- weight is there. Suppose a man says he has only
finite information with regard to the extent to 40 lbs. of beans in a certain bag, and that is all
which the market places G, H, I, and J are occu- he is selling7-If he says that he is complying
pied by dealers as distinguished from growers ~- with, our ,regulations; where he does n~t comply
~!o~\IJ'
B1,b
, 'I~
,;.
is w~er'e~;iP.e ):tappens to sell them by, the )~,ag,
5412. Growers have told us that, to a very great and says these are so much per bag. That IS not
extent, that market area is encroached (Jupon by a strict compliance with the regulation. If he
dealerS, pure ana simple 1-1 can only give de- says I am not selling these articlE}s by the cwt.,
tails from hearSay information, obtained from the I am selling them by the 50 lbs. weight, or a
half-cenfal, then he is selling according to our
Euperintendent.
5413. There is Ii conflict of testimony on ':the regulations. It is open to the buyer}o ask the
subject, and growers tell us that it is a fact th:a,t seller to rmi the goods across to the scales, and
th~re. is a large invasion of dealers into ~iHs tIle inspector will weigh them.
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5420. Would it be asking too much of the City
Council to consider whether it should say that,
when an article is put up for sale, its weight
We can insist upon
shall be declared 1-No.
every bag of beans having a ticket on it· of 56 or
50 ibs., as the cas€! may be, and if that weight is
wrong, the man is punishable for an offence.
5421. Would you be inclined to recommend to
the City Council that it should do. that 1-Complaints have been made to us on one or two occasions, but still they are not so general as to lead
to the issue of an instruction to the superintendent. There is no instruction to the inspector
to have everything weighed that, does not bear a
declaration of its weight.
5422. Would it be advisahle on your part to
say that, on a certain date, you attemT'ted 'to'
carry out the regulations as to selling hy Imperial
weights and measures1-Yes; 1 think it would he
fair as between the vendor and the purchaE'Alr.
5423. As to people be,ing driven into the
streets, Mr. Greaves stated that when the City
Council abolished the roadway illside the market
the effect was. to drive the sellers out into the
street, and as soon as one went the Test were to
follow, and dealers and growers were ariven into.
the street. The rules provided tllat stalls should
only be let to market gardeners, but gradu{tlly
t.he council began te let stalls in the street 1-1
\Vould like, to check that statement. For very
obvious reasons, 1 would not like to contradict
any statement made by a previous officer of the
corporation, especially a subOrdinate, without any
opportunity of checking his evidence.
Then 1
could give you the facts.
5424. By 1111'. Wonle.-Mr. Greaves stated that
it would have been a hardsIlip to these men, who
llad these stands, to have rigidly enforced that
regulation 1-TIiat is so.
5425. By the Oha'i'l'lnan.-Wollid it not. be advisahle to put the men in the market 1-You are
now referring to people being in the market before the nominal hour of doing business.
5426. And the whole business -going on ~·--Do
not say the whole. I dare say if Brown wan'ts to
sell something, R.nd Jones wants to buy, they will
do business.
5427. When we were at the market, they were
buying and selling two hours before the lights
were put up 1-If they were not allowed to do
that until 5 o'clock in the morning, the householders in the suhurbs would not get their vegetables.
'
5428. WllY was the market not lighted up 1Because it was not supposed to be at work. If
the business is to be transacted, or the market
allowed to carryon, then the lighting 'must go
with it.
5429. By }.fr. Snowball.-Would you see any
objection to business being done. at the earliest
possible time ~-No.
5430. By the Ohai1·man.-Retailers in giving
evidence have stated that they want a curtailment of the hours in the market, so as to give
them an opportunity of going in at It certaiD- time
and gettiug. away at a certain time ~-The circumstances to-day would make that a physical
impossibility; for instance, there is .hard,ly a dealer
goin'g there who does not take back a eertain number of flowers for retail sale. If they cannot get
away from the. market, they cannot do that busiiwss, because, under the Factories Act, the flower
shops have to be closed at 1 o'clock on Saturday.
It really means that the operation of that Act is
~uch th!!t we ought to enc01J!.'a~e earlier marketIng blJSllJ,e!?1;! tlIan before,

5431. They say they do not desire the market
to be opened before a certain time, as those who
come early in tIle night, Chinese and others, get
the pick of the stuff, and those who come late
have to take what is left ?-The barrowman is
a man who is quite coutent to go down at 5 or 6
o'clock in tlw morning and get the stuff which
suits him; it probably suits him better, because
he may be able ~o get what is left On the stands
at a slightly lower rate; but for the suburban retailer, who has to get his goods alld get away to
his district, say, Surrey Rills or Brighton, it is
different. If those men could not go earlier than
5 o'clock, they would be at a very great disadvantage.
5432. But if you allow business to be transacted at the market, should the lights be there or
should they not 1-The lights should' be there
when business is done. There would be this disadvantage that there would be a crowd hanging
about outside, and there would be a rush to get
in. Now the man who is willing to get up early
gets into the I,narket and gets away again. Ido
not see why the early man should not be allowed
to get there.

The witness withd1'e1V.

C. E. McCay, reealled ..
5433. By }b. Snowball.-Is this Victoria Market being encroached upon by purely dealers to
the detriment of the growers ~-There is no encroachment at all; there is not one single sh1l1d
in the market, from end to end, which is let .to a
dealer in any of tlie 785 stands. What leads people
to believe that there .is such a thiJlg is that a
humber of stands in the D and E sheds, and in
the G shed, in the lower market, are unpopular
plnces with growers. The consequence is that
retailers have discoyered the fact that the growers
do not occupy them. The retailers established
themselves there because they could g~t an early.
start.. If a grower comes in, and desires to get
into one of these stands, any dealer or retailer
is turned out by him, or by any of my' assistants
at once.· A dealer or retailer 11'110 has· p. permanent stand in the market takes it subject to the
prior right of any grower in the whole 785. Not
one single one ·of them is given to a dealer ill
preference to a growor, unless some one has imposed upon me by leading me to believe that he
is a grower.
5434. By M'f. Warde.-Is it at 8 o'clock that
the wholesalers are supposed to conclude ~-Thel'e
is no tinie. The wholesalers and retailers ·merge
into each other. Some growers sell wholesale
only, while some growers sell retail only, and
stand until 1 o'clock. The stand ill the first
place is let to, say, Jones, the grower, and Jones
may finish at 6 o'clock, 8 o'clock, or 10 o'clock.
Smith, the retailer, is a permanent tenant for
the same stand; but he cannot get into it until
the grower has gOlle out. Sometimes the grower
romains all day long, and then he has to find
another place.
.
5435 ...There is no restriction, if'it is his"st'aU,
to prevent him cairying on his business 1-N0 j
as early as he likes.
.
.
5436. I understalld the grievance was that the
retailer is unable to carryon his business in opposition to the wholesale man ?-He is.
5437. Is that a complaint withgrowers~-The
bulk of the growers do llOt think it is a grieva~G(3; I am very positi.Y() tl;lQrQ is '!lothing in it.
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5438. By lrfr. Sno1Vball.-Do you think, on the
other halld, it is in the interests of the consumed
--Unquestionably.
5439. In regard to the number of stalls vaerlllt
between G and H sections of the market, is not
that largely due to the faet that there is no outlet
between them; it is blocked up by shops erect·~d
by the City Council
and I are the most
popular sheds in the whole market for orchardists, and the access to them is more difficu1t. The
objection to G shed is this: that it is single lille,
and a brick wall is continued right through, the
consequence being that there is not enough room
to back carts in; so that stands along there were
abolished. If a man goes into H shed, he has
stuff on each side, alld, therefore, they do not
go into G shed. There is 110 foundation for the
statement that they cannot get in.
5440. Do you think that H and I sheds are the
most popular because the buyers favour them 1Because the buyers can see twice the stuff in those
stalls in the same time that they can see the
stuff in G shed.
5441. By },rIr. Hogan.-By what method are
the staUs in the Victoria :Market allotted 1-1
receive applications, and date and number them.
When a stand becomes vacant, for which an application is registered, it is given to that name that
has been longest on the list. That is the undeviating rule. It is the only just method I have
been able to discover.
5442. Do you know that some of these sites
are considered very suitable, and some of them
very unsuitable 1-Yes.
5443. And those who have no option but' to
take the unsuitable sites can go out into the
streets 1-Yes.
5444. It is submitted that these people should
have some chance of being able to get suitable
sites at some tlme. Have you allY knowledge of
the length of the tenure of these sites, which may
be described as suitable sites ~-Some of them are
practically a lifetime. Some of them lJave been
held thirty years. Any man who gets a favored
site in the market never gives it up., Men
whose crops have absolutely failed will continue
to pay £1 a quarter for the whole year rather
than lose'their site. , Attempts are made to trade
them between growers or all sorti? of men for very
considerable sums, which is not permitted.
5445. It has been suggested that barrowmen
should be permitted to ply their calling ill Swanston-street and closed areas in the city, but that
they should not have the right to stay in one particular site for any great length of time; that
they shonld move along, and t.hat otJ;el's coming
behind them should get an opportunity of using
the good sites in their turn. It has also been
suggested, ill the case of the Victoria Market,
that yearly, or at some period, there should be a
ballot amongst all the growers who, desire to use
the Victoria lfarket for all t]le stalls in that
market ~--":'Personally, I do 110t approve of that
proposal, because when a man has a regular place
his regular customers know where to :find him.
I think it would be a bad arrangemeut generally,
aiJld that there 'is a better way of regulating the
values of sites thau that. I hold vel'y strong
opinions on the clearing of the streets. I have
maintained that street selling shoulH 110t be permitted. There are many reasons for my con tentiou; but one is the legal objection that, under
the regulations, I cannot control the selling. of
light-weight stuff there as I can iuside the mar~
~et, .Anoth~r objectiof! i§ that it Crf}3,tes great
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disparity in value between- one stand and another
stand ill the market by concentrating business
in that spot. If the business was all conducted
in the market, it would not be necessary to have
the disturbance of a re-ballot for especially
valuable sites as suggested.
5446. By the Chairman.-You are not charging rent in proportion to the value the people
receive from their property1-That is true. It
is like the difference between a shop front in
SVl'allston-street and a shop front in North Carlton. The advantage of selling in one of these
stands in the shed near Queen-street is that a
lllan will average nearly £1 per load more for
his stuff than if he is on the outskirts. One
matter I would like to 'mention is this: the
charges for street stands are the same as for
stands inside the market~£l per quarter in each
case. For it wholesale shed, or for a dealer, the
charge is £3 inside the shed or on the street.
They are all the same price, although of different
quality-clients have to pay the same, whatever
the value of the site.
.
5447. By l'tIr. Sno1Vball.-In your opinion, can
tIle whole of your market regulations be enforced
against any of the .stall-holders in the street 1-1
am of opinion they cannot; and that is why I
have not attempted to enforce them, as I would
be liable for an action for damages.

The witness withdrew.
The Co'ln'lnission adjourned until 11 o'clock
next day.
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'5448. By the Chmrman.-What IS your POSItion 1-1 am Professor of Botany at the 1\1e1bourne University, and Government Botanist.
5449. Are you acquainted with entomology, or
any subjects of that description 1-1 would not
claim any knowledge of entomology, exoopt that
of an amateur.
5450. Have you any educational knowledge
Upon other questions 1-1 have to lecture in plant
pathology at the University.
5451. The Commission is appointed to inquire
into, report, and make such recommendation as
may be deemed desirable. up~m ,~he production,
dlstnbutwn,
preservapacking,
marketing,
tion, cold and other storage, and wholesale and retail prices of fruit and vegetables, a,nd if you can make a statement
on the qU'estion of diseases, or as to any methods
adopted by the Agricultural Department in regard to the treatment of such diseases, we sh.all be
glad to hear it 1-At the outset, I should lIke to
say ~hat this year there has been, if anything. a
great scarcity of disease, particularly of the
fungus disease, due to the dry and unfavorable
~~();SOU. In. th.~ ~arlr part of the year ther~ W~S
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rather an increase of insect diseases, particularly
5453: Upon 'the question of different diseases:
thrip, but that has been done away with by the Have you any knowledge of tlirip 1-Very littlecontinued dry weather, so that the present year of course, that belongs to Mr. French, the Governwe would not take as a typical one in regard to ment Entomologist. It was very troublesome
diseases. But, taking a period of years, I think during the present season. They -sent me .some
one could say that, although certam new diseases specimens infesting flowers of orchards to see
have appeared, particularly one or two on the po- whether it would prevent the fruiting or not.
tato, there has not been a-ny marked general in- They were all over the flowers, and the flowers
crease in disease, so far as my experience goes.
were going brown and withering. The conclusion
There is an actual increase, but that is simply due . I came to,after examination, was that; although
to the .increase of land under cultivation. The they were bound to reduce the amount of ferproportionate amount of disease, I do not think; tilization to some extent, they would not do it to
has increased of late years, although there are the extent that was imagined, because in sorn'l
some new diseases that have come in. If that cases where the flowers were distinctly brown and
result is ~ue to the Agricultural Department, it had thrip all over them, you could -see that the
would reflect credit on them; but, of course, it ovary of the fruit ,,;as quite normal. Of course,
may'be due to other causes. At any rate, it is a certain percentage would be bound to be lost;
partly due to the fact that the growers take more but the conclusion I came to was that the losses on
care-they have been better warned, and have that account would not be so gre~,t as the orchardsome knowledge now of the seriousness of disease, ists feared at that time.
and do not neglect things so much as in the past.
5454. By ilfr. T-Va,nle.-If an orchardist tells
About the spread of disease: I notice that a pre- ns that the whole of his apple crop had been devious witness seemed to attach a very large stroyed by thrip, that would not agr!)e with your
amount of importal1<;e to the small, private or- examination ?-I have only had a comparativelY
chards as it source of disease, and as a very serious few specimens in which the 'petals were beginning
factor in the spI'ead of disease.
to brown.
5455. If your diagnosis was a correct one, his
5452. Was it Mr. Brittlebimk 1~I think not.
I think it was a non-official witness. I will simply idea of the cause of the whole of the crop in his
give the Commission my own experience: So far district failing would not be a correct one 1as my own experience goes, I think the tendency I should say not. Up to the s.tage that I exis to exaggerate that 'as a source of spreading dis- amined them, although a large amount of thrip
ease. All the experience I have had tends to was present on the flowers, development had
Whether it would go to completion, I
show that diseases, if left to themselves in a par- begun.
ticular locality, on the whole, do not spread ve!y cannot say.
much. In nature, we get plants natura.lly dIS5456. We have had evidence from laymen, and
eased and never get epidemics-a dis,ease remains they are. certainly of opinion that the Uirip caused
.localized in one place for a great 'length of time; the devastation of the whole district; but you do
but when you get the influence of man' coming in, not think that would be so 1-.A dry wind' would
carrying fruit from one place to another, or fod- do that.
5457. If, at a certain stage of advancement, a
der from one place to another, or sending cuttings
of trees from one district to another, then you get hot, dry wind got into that orchard, that might
your diseases spreading, and then to get an epi- account for it, whereas the orchardists would
demic you must have a large number of one kind think it was caused by thrip 1-Yes, or a touch of
of plant growing' in the one place. In other frost:
5458. By the Cha.innm~.-Have you any knowwords, so far as my experience goes, although I
WRlJld not say that small, private orchards may ledge or conclusion as to the origin of thrip 1not be a source of infection. the influence they I do not think I have really any facts of importexert is really very small indeed, and that is ance to state on that. It is really ant-side my own
rather an important point in the control of dis- line. I only happen to know a little ap'bu....t it beease, because if the Department were expected to cause the Depart"inent sends me some sp~cimens.
seriously inspect every little, tiny, private orchardc
5459. Y~u haJe not studied the question suffiin the whole of Victoria, the staff of inspectQr's~ ciently to' give evidence on that point ?-N 0,
would have to be enormous. They are actually simply on the question whether or not fertilizacompelled by circulTlstances to direct their atten- tion had taken place in those flowers ..
tion mainly to large orchards and nurseries, and
5460. Then, on the question of the effect of
so on, and, in my opinion, that is a most profit- thrip on the orchard, would you consider yourself
able mode of inspection. The only other alte1:na- speaking with finality on that question 1-Cerbve would be to allow no one to have a small or- tainly not. Let me make one point clear. They
chard, or else make him pay heavily for inspec- are. bound to do a considerable amount of damage;
tion. The cost would be so great for the inspector but I doubt whether the absolute entire loss was
to go from one place to another to examine every solely due to thrip. I think other causes must
small orchard once or twice a year, so that in that have come in.
respect it is an encouraging point, so far as all
5461. You would U:-ot doubt there c'ould be an
the evidence I have goes, that the little orchards, entire loss 1-No; that would be too much to say.
so long as the fruit is not marketed, and so long
5462. In some districts it has been noticed that
as no cuttings are sent out-that is, of course, an
important point-are a comparatively small factor thrip has formed in the early buds and not the
in th.e ~p~~ad of disease. It is where YOUl,have. the older ones, and vice.versl/. Haveayou allY kn.ow,'1.
transnnSSlOn of material by human agency from ledge ahout that'1-0f course ·ithey do [;rrlostJ
one part ··to another that diseases are carried, as damage when the. flowers are' young.
5463. They say "that one hot day in one of the
a general rule. 'V"e get that in the same way with
districts brought the thri pinto active existence,
~vee.ds: it is more human agency that, directly or
. mdirectly, spreads the weeds, and not so much and in that day all the damage was done in the
natural agencies. I think .. those are the· only . orchard 1-That distinctly point~ to the .fact it
They would not have .tIme to
. general po.ipts I wish to state in regard to the wa_s~- climatic.
spread of .disease.
,.
dey~lop in one day.
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5464. Do you think there is any effective remedy been issu(;ld, do they agree with your theory on
against the thrip as in the bud or in the blossom 1 this question 1-No; we are antagonistic on that
point.
- I do not know of any.
5473. That remains to be decided 1-Yes.
5465. By Mr. K east.-On the question of
5474. You assume you are correct because the
disease: when recently visiting an orchard in my
elElctorate,. I was told that many of the diseases committee of experts appointed to look into this
were caused through coming into contact with un- matter have borne out your statements 1-That
cleared forest land. Do you know if the diseases is the only point we decided-the sensitivity. to
in the forests are the same as those that apply to poison.
5475. And they produced the same effect artithe diseases on the apple trees ?-They are totally
ficially as the bitter piP-Yes j by minute traces
different.
5466. You mean codlin moth, and all that sort of poisons.
5476. By Jr,,.. Keast.-Has your Department
of thing. tf there is anything in that theory, it
would be well for orchardists to know 1-0f discovered any new methods to deal with these
course, you get trouble with such things as grass- pests in the orchards ?-I am in the Ohief Secrehoppers coming in on newly-cleared land, but most tary's Department.
5477. Sometimes the orchardists do not believe
certainly not codlin moth. That is an introduced
parasite, not native to Victoria" and does 110t live ill th9 Agricultural Department, and would ·sooner
have the advice of some one who knew something
to my knowledge on any native plant whatever..
5467. What about caterpillars?-Yes; cer- a bout these things scientifically 1-We have plenty
tainly caterpillars and grasshoppers--they do to do.
5478. Have you personally discovered anything
come in.
5468. These men we,re very positive about it? that would be of advantage to the grower outside 1-,1 hope so.
-They always are.
5479. If there is anything known at the Uni5469. By the Chairman.-On the question of versity in connexion with these matters, the
other diseases:
Do you wish to make a state- orchardists ought to get the benefit of the iuforment in regard to bitter pit ~-All the conclusions mation1-Ne3,rly all our spare time has been spent
that I have arrived at on that question are ill on this bitter pit questio!1. I have a lady student
print.
who is now going to take up the special diseases
5470. You see no reasons to alter those concIu- of the potato-Miss Mollison.
sions1-No reason what.ever.
I might say last
5480. B11 the Clta'irma,n.-Dr. Jean White was
yea.r one of my colleagues at the University was working with you ~--Yes; she went to Queensland
,working with Mr. McAlpine, and thought he had to work on the prickly-pear question.
found a source of error in my work in regard to
5481. Are you continuing the study of the subthe poisoning effects, and as that was rather a ject of bitter pit 1-1 am not doing anything more.
serious matter, we had a committee appointed- 1 think I have done all that is to be done.
Dr. Hall, Professor Osborne, and Dr. Rothera,
5482. In connexioll with Mr. Keast's question,
and two lady students working on the subject- can you make known any of those remedies that
and we did the experiments together, repeating may not at present be made public which would
the work I had done; and I may say the results be of advantage to the orchardists 1-We have one
came out exactly according to what I had stated. or two partly-tested ideas; but it is too dangerous
So you can take it as definitely established now to say anything on matter,s like that until experithat: firstly, by poisons you can get exactly a ments are tried on a big. scale. You might do
similar appearanQe artificially to the so-called very serious harm. Certainly, we have nothing
disease of bitter pit j the Soecond point is the exnew that one could make public at the present
treme sensitiveness of the apples to poison. In time.
the case of copper, it runs down to one in
5483. By l1b-. Keast.-Nothing but what has
100,000 ;,~nd in the case of mercuric chloride, one
in 1,000,000, or even less. Tli,e third point is already been made known 1-Yes.
5484. Whenever anything is known, is it given
that certain varieties are known to be less s.ubject
to bitter pit, particularly the li~rd-fleshed kind, ~~~ by the Agricultural Department 1-Yes.
:rI1?485. Is it given to the press 1-1 do not know.
such as Yates' Pippin j whereas others, like
5486. Very few people read the Agricult~t1Yll
Gravenstiens, Queen Elizabeth, &c., are muc11
more sensitive to bitter pit, and when you come Journal'l-I am supposed not to communicate with
to test them artificially with poisons, you find the press. As a matter of fact, they write to me
exactly the same thing-the Yates' Pippin being continually.
the most resistant to poisoning, and also to bitter
5487. By tILe Clul'i1·lIlan.~Is it beca,use you are
pit. The conclusions I have arrived at is that an officer of the DepartmenH--:;-Yes.
the most probable source 'of origin is from very
5488. By 11fr. Keast.-You are a Professor, and
minute traces of poison being take!! up by the if that is a rule of the Department, it is a very
roots and accumulating in particular points in bad one?-Yes j but I am bound by it.
the branches. The amount required to make a
5489. By Mr. lVarde.-You have to first comsingle bitter pit is almost infinitesimal. It is not municate with the Minister in anything of that
necessarily the spraying which 'causes tl,lis defect. kind 1-Yes. I would like to say this: I have
There are plenty of soils which contain poisonous not had any trouble in that direction. I was at
ingredients, and it is a well-known fact that one time afraid of some difficulties; but I may
manlY . plants Jdo' take up poisons from ;~the soil say I ha:ve never been refused permission to pub.
, in ,that way and throw them 'out of the': general lishany scientific work I have d o n e . ' II
life of the plant. Sometimes the amounts So ac5490. By the Chairman.-The Agricttltural
cumulated are very large.
J (jurnal has a circulation 'of 8,500 ~-A good many
5471. You have created a result a-rtificially of my articles have appeared in that Journal.
similar to that of bitt-er pit 1-Yes, indistinguish5491. Supposing you were to write to the AUri.
able-showi.ng every symptom.
.J.
cultttral J otwnal upon some of those questions,
5472. Reports have been issued in connexfon displaying what scientific knowledge you hadwith inquiries into this subject by.an expert hom would the Department censor your article in any
the Department. So far. as those reports have way 1-Yes; they have that right.
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5492. They would not attempt to interfere with
it 1-There may be a question of policy concerned.
5493. They would not interfere further than
that 1-No.
5494. By i1{1·. Warde.-There is a Chair of
Agriculture in the University, under Dr. Cherry 1
--Yes.
5495. I suppose if there is anything discovered
there of value, the Minister in charge of Agricultnre is advised to-that effect 1-There is no
regnlar arrangement of that kind, but I think it
wonld be done as a matter of course.
In any
case, Dr. Cherry has already published one book
on Victorian agriculture, find I helieve he is
getting ready a second volume. '
5496. Do you find yourself that the Department is quite anxious to get any information to
give to the pu hlid-Yes, certainly.
I can say
that most emphatically.
'
5497. They put every facility in your way to advise people, and would not keep back any information that would be of advantage to the public 1That is so.
I can go even further that that.
Once or twice I l1ave actually received money help
for work at the University directly from the Agricultural Department, quite apart from the Government research scholarships.
5498. By the Chai·rman,-Mr. Keast only
wanted to know if there was anything done to
prevent that kind of thing 1-No.
5499. By Mr. Wanle.-Is bitter pit a disease
in the fruit which is detrimentRI or dangerous to
public' health 1-Not a bit.
Even assuming I
am correct; and it is due to poison, t.he apple is
very much more sensitive than we are, and I suppose you would have to eat a ton or two' of apples
before they would do any damage.
5500. There is no damage, apart from the
flavour 1--Just the flavour and the appearance.
5501. Outside of' that, there is no danger to
public health 1-Absolutely none.
5502.' You said that poisons might. be taken
up from soils and carried iuto the fruit, and
eliminated through the fruit from the trees.
Would' those poisons be likely to drop to the
ground whilst spraying was going on 1 Undoubtedly·; they would collect in the groU11d. Experiments have been carried out on that chiefly
at Laussanne, one of the chief viticultural
stations in' Europe, and they found, in a' period
of twenty years, about half in one place, and a
little less than half in another, of the copper used
for spraying had been collected and retained'<·in
the soil.
:,<\
5503. Were there any experiments in the same
orchard.
You say the soil sometimes naturally
contains these poisons.
,"Vas there any experiment with the soils, before the spraying took
place, to se'e if the soils were free from those
poisons which you say are contained in the soi11
'-I do not quite understand. You would have
to take a large orchard and analyze the soil from
every part.
5504. Of what value was the experiment. You
say these poisons can be contained in the soil 1Yes.
.
5505. If it was there without the spraying, the
same condition would hav€> occurred' in the fruit
in any case, assuming your theory wa& 'correct, of
w1i~t value was the experiment 1-The e~q)erimeuts
were first done with pick€d, healthy pl~i;es, divided
into two patches, keeping one patch WIthout treatment, and the other patch treated with poison,
and the Olle treated with poison .developed the
symptom, and the other did not.
5506. The point I want to get at is this: 'Was
the poison' that caused bitter pit, according to
your theory 'in the soil previously to any spraylug at aU i~ tha.t place. If so? according to y(}l\T

theory, it might have 006n ca.rried into those
apples by natural absorption through the roots of
the trees 1-Yes. I am specially interested in the
question of origin by spraying.
5507. Spraying is largely carried on in the
various orchards, although the demonstration
showed that there is no evidence that the same
poisons were not in the soil, and would have come
through under any circumstances 7-But there is
perfect evidence, because they had the samples
taken at regular intervals of time, and the
amount was increasing.
The British Board of
Agriculture did some experiments on the USe of
Strawsonite--used for some diseases on potatoes-and found appreciable amounts were absorbed hy
pota'toes mainly in the peel.
5508. By the Chairman.~I take it the illustration you have given us in France tends to the
confirmation of the theory, without being dogmatic
on it, that the poison falls from the trees into
the ground ~-Yes.
That does not mean that
spraying is not necessary for disease; but the
point I want to emphasize is that the least amount
of spraying of poisons required to produce your
result is the best amount .. No doubt, particularly
in the past, many growers simply sprayed the
soil and trees, as if there was no hereafter at all,
twelve and thirteen times in one growing period.
You have to regard the poison as a necessary
evil, and the less of the evil you use to produce
a result you require the bett-er. You can overdo
it, just like you can overdo administering medicine.
5509. You think the solution ought to be madE\.
of the weakest possible strength to be effective 1....':For the destruction of the disease, yes; and. a
great point is the fineness of the spray. It carnes
further; you use less; and it is evenly sprayed so
as not to accumulate on anyone point.
5510. Taking the sprays on the whole, they
contain a fair amount of arsenic 1-That is the
chief insecticide. while copper preparations are
the chief fungicides.
551l. Do you think that the< continuous spraying with arsenic tends to shorten the life of apple
or other trees upon which it is us.ed 1-We have
not had a long enough time to form an opinion
on that.
Spraying is a comparatively modern
method.
Cases are known where apple trees
have been bearif!.g for over 100 years, 'but spraying is only twenty years old on a large scale.
1:;512. Did you' ever come across Mr. DrapedNo.
5513. He was one of tho earliest fruil-growers
we had in this State, and he seemed to have tlle
opinion that the spraying had a very bad effect
in shortening the .life of the apple tree, You say
the method of spraying is of too recent a date to
give an opinion in regard to that1-Yes.
.
5514. 'Are your services available at the Umversity for anybody that may write to you in con·
nexion with diseases, and 'does the Department
avail itself by submitting to you questions for consideration 1-0n plant diseases they have their own
expert-a good one, too-Mr. Brit~lebank. . If
they did write to me, I would send It on to hun,
as I really have too much to. do as it is. It is
not a gopd thing tp be trencll~ng o'n ja;lOther rn.~~i~
ground. It is all very well m expenmental work
-you can have any number going on that--but
when it is a question of replying to queries in regard to remedies for particular diseases, there
should be only one man replying, and that is
'Mr. Brittlebank.
.
·J5515 . Ha.ve you any further questions you WQuId
lik,e tQ ~ubmit 1-No; I do not think so.
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5516. By the Ol~ail'mun.-What are you 1-1
am an orchardist and chairman of directors of the
Victorian Orchardists' Co-operative Association
Limited.
5517. And ·you are a business man ?-Yes, in
the city.
5518. You know what the Commission is called
t,ogether for. If you have any particular subject
in your mind you would lik.t} to elucidate before
the Commission, we shall be glad to hear you 1In the first place, I should like to say something
with regard to the matter of production. A great
many of the difficulties into which the fruitgrowers are getting is in consequeno,;;, partly, of
the Government policy. As you are aware, the
Government have been inducing a number of
people to take up land for fruit-growing. purpO&e6,
and the effort for the most paTt stops there.
Those producers ought to get instructions from
some 011e in authority as to the class of fruit to
plant, and the quantities. I have found,in my
experieno';;, that there is a tendency to plant a
variety of trees on small orchards. For instance,
a man will take up from 20 to 25 acres, and will
have, perhaps, twelve or fifteen varieties of fruit
growing. This rather militates against him in
selling. What is wanted for marketing purposes
is quantity; and a man that has got half-a-dozen
cases of half-a-dozen sorts to seud to the market
cannot, and does not, do as well, from our experi.
ence, as the man who sends a greater number of
one kind. I think the gro\';.e.rs ought to he
warned not to grow so many varieties, but to
plant with a view to getting a better market.
5519. Does that embrace the consideration that
they should have early and late sorts 1-Yes, I
do not say only plant one kind, but not so many
kinds. Turning to the sn bject of the packin2'
and grading. I have seen complaints made before
this Commission as to the state of the fruit sold
by agents. The agents are not to l?Iame for that.
They receive the fruit as it comes to them from
the orchaTds. Many of the orchardists themselves lack knowledge as to how to pack and grade
their fruit properly, For instance, our manager
brought under notice a day or two ago a case of
apples some of which probably weighed a quarter
11(f
h
.
of a pouI!d eac , and III the sp.IPe case were
smaller apples that would not ",eigh. more than
Ii ounces. Those who know the busmess would
have advised that man to keep his small apples
for one case, and the larger ones for another.
He did not, and could not, get as good a prioe by
packing his fruit in that way as if he had properly graded them.
5520. By Mr. Wa1'de.-Would not the Association in a case like that re-pack that fruit in
its own interests 7-It would if there were a number of cases, but in this consignment there were
only seven cases, and it was not worth the trouble.
We simply sold at an average of 4s. 6d., whereas.
if they had been packed properly, they would
hav'9 returned 7s. 6d. or 8s. on an average. Again,
numbers of growers seem to think their fruit is
the best in the market. We have had several interesting cases in support of this view. For inst1l;W~,· one mlu~l'wrote us a very hot htte'r about
his cherries, and the outrageously low prices we
were getting for them. I wrote to him, ·and invite.d him to come to the store. I met him there,
and said, "Before we go into the matter of your
fruit, look at these cherries I have in a case
here." He looked at them, and said it was sea'ndalous that any grower should pack his fruit l~~e
that, I tih€!n ~urned tht;l yast;l roup.d ano. ~how$d
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him that it was his Qwn fruit. The fact is, he
did not know how to pack the cherries.
With instruction these difficulties would disappear.
5521. By the Chai1'man.-Does not the Department do that now 1-No, not to my knowledge.
Take anothe.r case. One man sent in a consignment marked "choice applies." The manager
showed them to me, and ,I said, "Write and ask
him to take them away." The man wrote back
an indignant letter saying the fruit was good, and
he could "not understand what we meant by asking him to take it away, and he ~elayed taking
it away, with the result that an mspector c~me
in saw the fruit, and the growe.. was pretty
h:a.vily fined for sending bad fruit into the market.
552-2. By M1·. Sn01vball.-That would be a v·ery
exceptional case 1-Yes. I am taking tha·t case to
illustrate the absence of knowledge that some men
possess, and I argue that there ought to be some
information imparted to the growers in regard
to the packing and grading of their fruits ~o as to
do better in the maTket. This instance IS, per.
haps, Olle out of a hundred.
5523. By Mr. Mitchell.-What was wrong WJth
those apples 1-Some were very .small al~d
bruised, and some had got the codhn moth m
them. It was altogether a bad lot of stuff-stuff
that I would not feed my pigs on, and yet it was
marked "choice."
5524. By the Ghairman.-Some of the.m would
have been good apples if graded properly 1-Yes.
But a very small proportion.
5525. By Mr. Sn011Iball.-Was he a mere novice
at the game1-Not exactly, but he se::;med to
think that anything will sell in the city. Another
difficulty arising out of the business, paTticularly.
with regard to softer fruits, is transport. There
are no adequate tr~nsport fa~iliti'9~-n?t sufficient louvre and no Ice trucks III VICtOrIa, and,
as far as I know, in Australia. We very often receive consignments of apricots and peaches in a
damaged condition, not through the fault of the
grower at all, but he>oause of inefficient transport.
In this regard We recently had to send fruit to
t.he ruhbish tip. The owner is talking a1:wut
bringing an action against us to l'ecover the price
of his fruit. In this instance the man packed
his fruit probably a little riper than he ought to
do, and when it reached Melbourne it was uufit
to eat.
fl,5526. B:IJ j.1h. Keast.-Was he condemned by
the inspector 1-N0, by' ourselves.
5527. By the Qhairman.-In cases like that
why not bring in an inspector 1-You would have
to call him in every other day in the wet}k (turing the soft fruit season. We get tons of fruit
that we have to send to the tip.
5528. By Mr. l(cast.-As a matter of fact, 1
suppose the inspectors do go round'l-Oh, ye.,>;
they are often in the store. That is their business. I illust.rate this to show that transport of
a proper kind is one of the things that should be
done for the man whom the Government places
on the land,
5529. By Mr. Snowball.-The condition of the
weather might have accounted for that1-Partly,
but if iCed trucks were available in which to
carry the:. soft ,fruits it would minir;tize t;l1e
trouble. We ought to get the same facilIties here
as they do in America. The Los Angeles Cooperative Fruit Association have 600 icea cars at
their disposal day and night.
5530. By the Ghairma1v.-Do they lease or own
the cars. Are they not owned inthe~same way
that the N ewcastl& collieries own the trucks run
on th~ (,tovernm!;}nt lines 1-13ut w~ h(l.V~ nQ trucks
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even to. hire here., They are n~t to be had for
our busmess, and the result is that a good deal
of the soft fruit trade is being lost to us. If the
Gov,e.rnmellt induces men to go on to those areas
where soft fruits can be grown, then the Government should see that they get facilities for gettillO'
those fruits to marke,t.
b
5531. By Mr. ]{ east.-The Governm::mt SilOUi
build suitable trucks 1-'Louvre trucks for hard
fruits, and iced trucks for soft fruits.
5532. Is there very much tro\l.hle in the matter
of despatch by the Railway Depa,rtment1-We do
not find much.
5533. Bl/M1·. Warde.-In r.e.gard to trucks,
when Mr. Crowe was asked that question, he said
he did not think there would be sufficient demand
if they were constructed in any number. As the
(1:smand was limited for louvre trucks, it would
not do to build them 1-1 cannot understand that
stateme~t, ,because, if you take the record of the
Railway Department, you will see that there have
be::;n quite a number of deputations asking for
lou vre trucks.
5534. Perhaps you have not noticed that evidence 7-1 did not notice it.
5535. B;IJ iff?<, Keast.-It is nothing to receive
10,000 cases of fruit by the Railway Department ~
-Of course not.
5536. Ill/ M1·. 8no1Uball.-Is th~re a di'stind
shortage ill louvre trucks ~-Yes.
5537. Andyoll say there are no iced trucks 1Yes. I understand that they have them for meat
and butter, but not for fruit.
5538. B?! Mr. ~llitchell.-Is it not a fact that a
large number of orchardists this year have had ;;0
send their fruits in open .trucks 7-Tlmt may be
so, but I am not personally aware of it.
5539. By 11£7·. Sno1IJball,-,\Vith regard to the
ice trucks. one of the witnesses told us that the
short dist~llces the fruit has to travel 4ere ,'is
compared with America would make a material
difference between the conditions that have to be
met there a,nd here, and \-vould not be justified.
If louvre trucks were provided, it would meet a.ll
requirements ~-He was thinking probably of the
metropolis.
,"5540. He said MildUl'a even-louvre trucks
,,'v'ould be sufficient ~-I would like to show him
some of the fruit that has to travel on the railways--it is like pulp sometimes wh.:m it arrives.
The louvre trucks would do for hard fruit.
5541. B?! illr. lVa1'de.-Does soft fruit co;gi1
from Mildura 1.......:Tons of it. With regard to the
matter ,of inspection, we think it is wiser to IH;"~~
an inspection made at the point of origin, at the
stations where the, fruit is produced rather than
at Spencer-street.
'
.
5542. By illr. Keast.·-For home or over-seas
consumption 1-For either, or both. "I under·
stand it is complained that it would be somewhat
expensive. I'cannot answer the objection, but t
think it would be conducive to speed, and certainly would avoid congestion if done in that way·
It ,vould also prevent a quantity of fruit CO~iIl ~
into the city, which is really improperly brought
here.'
5543. By il[r. Wa1'de:-It would entail au inspector at every station where the L'li~rui,t .~s
de:;patched, whereas one lot of inspectors could
unq~'it~k~ the whole of it at Spencer-street', or at
Prince's-bridge ~-There a.re not a great number
of fruit stations after all, and probably it would
not mean more than one or two extra inspectors.
5544. The're must be a number of stations on
the various fruit-growing lines, when you come
to take tn~ Goulburn Valley"Ardmona, Diamond
and Arthul;" s Creek lines ~-Yes; btit an inspector
<

would not simply stay at. one station to examine
the fruit. He would have a district. He would
paRS a consignment at Diamond Creek, and 'then
go on to the next station, and so on .. But, pe,r"
haps 1 am confnsing you, and not making myself
clear. The particular inspection of the fruit to
which I refer is that which has to go over-sea.
1 am not alluding to the whole of the inspection.
We think all that fruit should be inspected at
point of origin.
5545. B?! AIr. 8nowball.-Why1-Itwould prevent. the coming to Melbourne of fruit which
onght not to come. Growers would thus save
freight. They should also see the fruit that is
not passed, and learn the reason.
5546. Is there any re,a80n tor the cost of opening and inspecting in the city when it could be
avoided if inspected at 'place of despatch ~-The
real obje<,::t is not to open the cases in the absence of the grower. To have them opened and
closed by people who are merely agerits, porters,
or labourers, is not fair to the producer. If the
grower is there himself personally, and there is
anything wrong, he could attend to it better than
ali outsider.
5547. Is it not possible that something else
may happen to that fruit from the time it. received a O'ood certifica.te at the countrv station
and when "put on board 7-It ii'; possib1e." It happens now between here and London.
5548. 'Where YOIl have im effective system of
fruit inspection all that danger is avoided 7-The
difference between port inspection and Harcourt
inspectiem would be one day.
5549. It might be three7-,-Yes; but take the
maximum time-t,hree days-it is 110t worth talking abont.
5550. The weather conditions couIa make an
appreciable difference ,7-Not with good fruit, and
certainly not export fruit.
5551. 73,/ JJb', Keast.-Not unless the Railway
Depal·tmeilt knocked it about 7-If .vou get proper Iacilfties for transport--and tha,t is one of
my main contentions--two or three days would
be nothing.
5552. BlI Mr. Sno11Jball.':"'-With our. present
transport "facilities,' you would not say, tha.t. it
would be possible with safety to adopt the country
inspection 7~Yes, I do. .
..
,
5553. Eyen with our, present, trall.s,port an,d
hanp.ling 1-Ye~\. because, it mostly '~pplies' to
apples-!r'lhardy)ruit,
.
.
5554. By tlH/ Ohai'l':lIIan.-The gre~t bulk th~t
goes oversea is sent to cooling stores. first, and
examined there 7-N 0; they come dIrect from
places. like Ha:rcourt and DiaUlond Creek by the
thousand cases. Last year we exported 30,000
cases.
5555, Do they come out of the cool stores 1No; direct to us for shipment. Nowise' grower
would pre-cool his apples for shipment., He
would be a foolish imJ,ll. He wotild have to take
them out of the cool store at Diamond Creek, put
them into a railway truck, and put them again
into a cooling store on, tlie ship. It would ruin
the fruit.
5556. 13;1/ Mr. lVarde.-They would want to go
straigbt cut of the cooling chamber into the'
\'esse17--;Yes.·
IIFl'
'10 ":t['r'
5557 .. BV the Oh~~rman.-~'1.'he eviClence we riav~
is in faifh-ur of pre~co01in!! ~-For pe~rs, excellent;
~
hut not '1'for apples. I can
only Apen 1{, of course,
from my OW11 experience.
5558. Pears could be pre-cooled and placed int.o
a, cool store down at the whar£?-Yes.
15559. The boats prefer to take the fruit that·
h1!-l been pre-cooled, becal1se warm fruit would
affect the temperature of the chamber, and cost
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them more money for cooling 1-There is no point
in that. If the temperature of air in the cool
store in Melbourne is different from that 011 tht:J
ship on which you place the fruit, you do the fruit
harm immediately. All even temperature is an
essential conditioll~ .• It would be better not to
have pre-cooled at all, than to make a change in
t,he temperature.
5560. By Mr. Keast.-What has been your experience in regard to the shipments sent Home
Lhat have been pre-cooled ~-'Ve have never precooled any of our apple!>, so I could not make a
contrast.
5561. What has been your own experience in
what you have sent Home. Has it been successful ?-Yes.
5562. Was much of it damaged 1-A usual percentage is always damaged.
5563. You consider it satisfactory without precooling 1-Yes.
55,64. B;1j Mr., Warde.-With regard to inspection, is it correct to surmise the inspectors only
open about 10 per cent. of the cases for examination that are sent there 1-That is the usual practice; bnt if an inspector has any doubt, all can be
opened.
5565. If he finds the 10 per cent. satisfactory,
it is all sent on to shipment 1-Yes.
5566. By 1111:. Snowball.-At what poiut do you
consider the damage occurs to fruit. Is it 011 the
railways, or before it 'is handed to the local stations, or after they leave the local sta,tion, and
in Melbourne, that the damage arises 1-We are
of OpiIlion that the chief damage is done between the point of production and point of de·
livery-on the railway track.
5567. Before it gets to the railway station at
a1l1-No. Supposing we load a truck of goods
at Harcourt. By the time it arrives in Melbourne
a certain amount' of damage takes place; that is
because of the inefficient character of, the trucks
more than anything eIse.
5568. That is through the want of care in
handling the truck after the fruit is put into it,
but very little of the damage occurs before it is
put on the truck ?-Scarcely aay.
5569. Not on the road traffic 1-No.
5570. By ilh. lVarde,-Would not the road
traffic be far more detrimental to fruit than the
railway~?ttffic when once put into the truck?~t would 'in lo~g jo~rneys, but tIle average grower
IS careful of IllS frmt; he looks £'01' the 'best price,
and covers and takes all precautions with it to see
there is no damage done, and whilst in his own
keeping he exercises every care; but when it gets
int{) the hauds of some one else, the chief thoug1lt
is to get rid of it, and anything might happen.
The grower would be present when the trucks are
loaded.
It is after the loading that damage
occurs.
5571. He would not be there when they are
unloade(n~ N o.
5572. Would not £lie careless handliuO' of the
fruit be more detrimental to it than "'the 150
miles. on the railway track 1-There is always a
certam amount of loss in that reaard, but I think
the chief loss is on the trucks ;hen it is shifted
about; and also when it is put into trucks not
suitable for fruit
at all. There
is other damaae
"'H·"(".
Z)'
0
aue to carelessness, but I tlunk the damage 011
the railway track is the greater. Havi11g dea1t
with fruit at the point of production, and the
transport, the next matter of concern is the marketing. Our association has supported the proposal for a central wholesale and retail market,
and we think that the sit.e, when chosen, oug~t
to be not only on the raIlway 1i~le, but on ~fe

f-~i1~"
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tram tracks too, and, for that reason, we advocate the proposal to extend the Victoria Market
rather than build a new market on what is caHed
the South Melbourne site. The reasons for supportina the Victoria Market site are severaL
First ~f all, it is 1\,11 established site, and is well
known. In the next place, it is very central, and
suits the vast majority of retail buyers, who live
principally in the northern suburbs. If some of
the persons who a,re allowed to trade there now
were eliminate~, such as old clothes dealers and
crockery merchants, and if it were made a producers' market, there would not be the same complaint as to lack of accommodation that there is at
present. If, in additioll, the old cemetery were
incorporated, and we think it ought to be incorporated, you would have a.n area which would
be large enOllgh for Melbourne pretty nearly for
all tirite. I have not seen Covent Garden, but I
have read about, it, and I am perfectly satisfied
that the Victoria Market would be larger than
that if the old c:emetery were taken in. Then
we would suggest, as I -have indicated, limiting
it to producers. It should be sectionalized; the
fruit man should be in one section, and meat
and butter, and other produce, in other sections.
5573, B;1j illr. Snowball.-What about the man
who bring!> in a mixed IDad, one portion fruit,
and another portion vegetables 1-If necessary,
you could have mixed stalls, although I do not advocate it.
5574. You would see no harm in some mixing 1
-I would have a section for each. My view is
that the market shOUld be sectionalized.
5575. That man would have to lJave two stalls ~
-·Either that, or get a friend or relative, or
neighbonr, to take his fruit or vegetables to sell
on his account. That is often done,.
.
5576. By 1111'. Wa.rde.-Woufd you not set
apart a section of the Victoria Market for mixed
stalls 1-You could. I do not say that I recommend it, but it could be done, if' necessary. It
would not be a serious matter.
5577. BJ/ illr. Keast.-Have you seen the mar·
kets ill other places 7-In Sydney and Brisbane.
5578. Do you think you could ever make a
proper market in North :Melbourne in comparison
with other places 1-If you had railway comltlunicatioll into Victoria Market, you would ma.ke· it
ideal.
5579. Would not you have to pull the whole
market down 1-It is only a series of sheds a,t
the present time. It is the site that is the markel'.
i'~ould re-arrange the ground, and then I would
put np proper buildings. Take 'an association
like ours. We not only want a site at the market
in which to stall our fruit, but we want sufficient
building accommOQat,ion in which to store what
we do not sell, and in which to keep growers'
supplies.
'
5580. Cool stores 1-N0; although there should
be a cool store attached to the market. I am
speaking of a store for our own inaividual reo
quirements, in which we could keep paper, wood,
wool, and other requisites. That means re-modelling the market really, or the market, buildings,
but the site itself I consider to be the very best
in Melbourne. It is on the tram tracks, and if
connected with a railway line, would save immense sums of money.
5581. By the Ohai1'1nan.-Do you not thinl't: a
line could" be brought ill from N oi:th Melbourhe ~
-Yes. I have made the same suggestion to a
llumber of bodies.
.
5582. By ~o/k Keast.-It would be more difficult to come in underneath than on top ?~May
be; but I am sure South Melbourne would be a
failure, whereas I am sure that this will not.
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5583. 'What makes you say that 1-Because the
majority of the retail buyers live in the northerll
suburbs.
5584. By ll£1.. Snowball.- Would an estimate of
two-thirds be correct 1-Yes.
5585. By Mr. Keast.-Do you know that when
the South :Melbourne Council was going to' build
that market, that 1,100 stalls werc bespoken in
the market ?-But there are many more than that
in the big market-three or four t.imes as many,
at any rate, occupants, not stalls. .I feel sure
that, for retail purposes, the Victoria :Nfarket is
the proper site, because two-thirds of the retailers
live on the north side of the river.
. 5586. That is only for vegetables. Most of the
fruit is sold ih other places 1-Yes, the Western
Market, and our own stores. That show8that
people won't go to South Melbourne in
case.
The natural growth of the city must always be
northwards. :You have limited space on the south
side of the river, but immense areas on the north.
o
5587. By Mr. Snowball.-You think the grower
will continue to take his produce to the northern
suburbs 1-Yes.
5588. And:that is to the advantage of the consuiner ?~ Yes.
5589. Is there a v.ery large proportion of the
business done at that market done by householders who could not travel to South Melbourne
without great inconvenience and expense ~-That
is practically my point-the retail buyers; the
thousands of people who como there during the
year have no inconvenience; they get off the tram
with the' basket, and drop into the market.
5590. By 11£1'. Keast.-They could do the same
thing in South Melbourne. The people in those
suburbs have to COllie across Prince's-bridge to
get to the market. It is only 200 yards from the
... tram track 1-The woman who goes to the market
to buy a bag of potatoes would soon notice the
distance in carrying it from the market to the
tram-I am referring to the housewife's bag.
5591. By M.r. Snowball.-In your opinion,
would the congestion of. traffic in connexion with
the market business be a serious intErference with
the general traffic into the city from South Melbourne ~-I do not know that I have given any
consideration to that.
5592. By Mr. Kea.st.-Do you know that twothirds of the market gardeners now come across
that bridge ~-I do, and when once a man's loael
of cauliflowers is put 011 to his lorry, it iSI~h'
matter of indifference to him OYer a matter 'of
fiVe minutes; but it makes a very great difference
to the retail bnyer, who might have to carry his
goods some 200 yards more to the tram. The
retail buyers are mostly on this side of the
Y ar1'a--': I distinguish between retail buym's and
consumers. You do not find people from South
Yarra and TOOl'ak taking a bag to the market;
but you do find them from North Melbourne,
Brunswick, Carlton, and Fitzroy.
5593. By lil1'. Snowball.-The other side of the
river is served by the South Melbourne ll1al'ket~
Yes, more or less.
5594. And there is a large surplus accomlllodation there still unused ~-I understand .so. It is
of iio·r.use~to our association. We have,:s~metimes
to use the markets, although our own store is 0.
sort of market; but we wonld not dream of going
to South Melbourne.
5595. By 11fT. Keast.-Unless it was a
wholesale market, and you closed tip the
Western Market, and compelled the fruit
dealers and people of that sort to go to
I

any

South Melbourne ~-You might tl'J to force
it into s.ome sort of use; but I do not see
how it is to be done. The Western Market is
near to the town for deliverv_ !lnd Ile!lr to the
railway station. If you put 'a railway line into
the Victoria Market, and sci got delivery of all
those
from the north and north-west districts to the
point, lllell like ourselves who
are building a warehouse at present, would take
rooms at the Victoria Market.
5596. The producers are spending thousands
a year in having to send their fruit from Spencc r -,
.street to the market1-It costs us hundreds of
pounds a year.
.
5597. By the Chairman.-That would bc saved
by railway communication 1-Yes i and an upl;o-date market should be on the rail and tram
line. I also think that a good deal of delay tl1!lt
must take place in eonnexioll with railway cc.>ml11u11icatio11 at South Melbourne would be ayoiJcd
at the Victoria lfarket. The traffic would have
to be carried across from Spencer-street to Flinders-street, and the fruit would have to be put
on one side to allow the passenger trains to go
through. That would not occur at the Victoria
.Market site. You could run it straigh t through
from North Melbourne in to the III arket qu 1te
easily.
5598. By 11ft·. Snowball.-With regard to the
Sydney market and railway commimication-the
railway communication there is largely a dead
letter-ineffective. Is not that so ?-I believe
there is some' truth in that; but that has not
worked so well there because Sussex-street still
dominates the market. If you are going to create
a new market in opposition to the Victoria and
Western Markets, what chance of Sllccess 11a8 it
got?
5599. When one :finds that railway communication is unworkable with the market, it should
be considered whether it is wise to persist in
clingillg on to the idea-5600. By the Chairrnan.-You do not mean the
market at Sussex-street ~-I mean people like
ourselves.
5601. By Mr. Snowball.-It runs right into the
llew market, and they arc not using it ~-:<I heard
so..
"'ru
5602. By the .. Cha'irman.--'It is your opinion
that the Victoria- Market is the most suitable ~-l
have no doubt about it-that is the one site.
5603. And the railway, ill your opinion, should
be run in there, and done without the difficulties
sUl'l'oullding the South Melbourne market '{Speaking as a layman, I think so; and if you stick
. to that site in preference to the new one" you
A new
avoid some unnecessary competition.
market. would come'into competition with the two
existing markets; but if you establish the' Victoria
Market as your big centre, you may draw away
from the "Vestal'll Market to this site. But you
will not do that, in my jndgment, with the new
market in South ~:[elbourne.
5604. Have you considered the question of the
management of these markets. One witness said
he thought the producers who use" the markef l
should have a voice' in the managenlent-a COllll"i
mittee 0:6 management ~-I like the idea of a sort
of Advisory Board,with the producers' representative on it. I have said so elsewhere, and do not
see any reason to change my view.
5605. By lib'. Snowball.,-Would you' exclude
from that market the dealer who buys froni the
grower to sell again 1-Yes, certainly.
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5606. You think he should be rigidly excluded?
-Yes; also the old clothes people. It should be
a producers' market only.
5607. We are told that the stalls they occupy
are unsuitable for produce stalls, and, therefore,
the produce market was losing nothing, and the
grower who came in found the advantage of being
able to purchase such goods?-Why does the producer complain of the difficulty in getting a stall ?
5608. By },{r. Warde.- There is no difficulty
in getting a stall; the difHculty is in getting a stall
wbere there is the big traffic. There are over
100 unoccupied stalls at the present time; the
growers consider they are· out of the line of traffic?
-If you "adopt my suggestion of sectionalizing
the market, you overcome that difficulty.
5609. By },fr. Keast.-Are you giving an
opinion in regard to fruit-growers, or growers of
vegetables ?-I speak for fruit-growers.
5610. By },fr. Snowball.-The same conditions
would apply to vegetables ?-Yes.
5611. In regard to room-would the space there
available provide abundant room for vegetables
as well as the fruit market?-If you took in the
old cemetery site; you can provide room, in my
judgment, for vegetables, fruit, butter, and meat,
and for all the requirements of the wholesale
men, like ourselves.
5612. All produce dealers?-Yes; in the lilies
applicable to that market.
5613. By ][r. Warde.~~;\.ssuming that the stalls
were not all taken up by the wholesale men-the
producers-do you think the retailer should be
prevented from getting stalls, if available; after
the wholesaler had the first option 1-No; I would
not spoil my market over sentiment.
5614. That is the position to-day. The wholesaler has first claim on the stalls, and after he has
satisfied himself, the retailer is permitted to have
a stall; but not until the producer has exercised
his option ?-But many of the stalls available are
not suitable for the fruit business. When I was
applying for a stall in the market, I had to wait
months before getting it.
5615. However, as long as the wholesaler wants
a stall, the retailer is not permitted to occupy it?
- I think that is right; but what I say is that
of those stalls that are offered in that way, lllany
of them are not suitable for the purpose; anp. you
will not get proper method into your market untjl
you ...have sectionalized the business.
5616. By Mr. Snowball.-Classified ?-Yes.
.5617. By the Chai7·1nan.-In those circumstances, that mixed management 01' Advisory
Board would be of great value?-I think so.
5618. By Mr. Wa1>de.~There is certainly no
harm in.having a representative on the lVrarket
Committee 1-Theil' advice inight be valuable.
5619. B~J llfr. Mitchell.-In excluding retailers,
would you include men who are acting as commission agents?-No; I would ratllCr try to bring
them in, and induce them to take up a permanent
abode.'
5620. By the Chairrnal1.-0n the cleanliness
of t.he market, do you think there ought to be
stands provided 1-I think if you had a new upt(,),~~~te market,; it should provide facilities for
stabling horses, vans, and motors, to be· ·of use.
Under existing conditions we have seen the horse
droppings l1bout the market. That ought not to
be allowed.
Those who want to stable their
horses (as ill my 0\\'11 case) go to an hotel stable
. to have them groomed. and fed. Facilities for
grooming and feeding ought to be provided in I an
up-to-date market.
,.
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5621. By the Chairman.-They are provided in
the South Melbourne market 1-Yes.
5622. By lJb. Snowball.-You think there is
space available
if you take in all the
ground.
5623. By JJI1-. WlU/'de.-Do you think there is
space enough to take in 2,000 horses 1-1 am not
an expert to know how much space a horse Viallts,
but I really believe, judging by the area available
at Covent Garden, there ought to be enough space
to make the Victoria Market site an up-to-date
producers' market.
5624. By 1111-. Snowball.-It is said that much
acres-- would
less than tile available
meet all requirements for stabling and everything 'I-Personally, it is my belief that it could
be done.
5625. By the Clwi1"11utn.-And if the railway is
taken into that market, and if successful, the
necessity for that accommodation would be done
away with to a large extent ?-Partly; but, ot
course, a number of the metropolitan growers wiIi.
always carl:, their goods to market.
5626. By 111r. Wonle.-The men will follow
their stuff into the market within 30 miles of Melbourne 'I-Yes, if they can!
5627. They bring back a lot of stores, &c. 'I-Yes. \Vhat the metropolitan growers take back
with them are snch thihgs as implements, manure,
and household supplies. We, of course, study our
people in connexion with supplies of that kind.
Ours is a co-operative association.
5628. By the Chai'l"man.-In conn8xion with
,,,hat should be sold in the market; you would be
in favour of laying down a rule as to what should
constitute a marketable commodity, and u~e the
market for that purpose
and the rule
should be very strict.
.
5629: By Mr. Wm·de.-With. regard to the
dealers outside of market-garden commodities, do
you think they should be prohibited, provided the
stalls are not required for other purposes 1-1 am
not sentimental about the matter, but I would restrict those people to given areas.
5630. The main point, I take ·from you, is ill
regard to that phase of the evidence, the market
for which it is established-fruit, vegetables,
butter, and . meat-should be the main consideration; but if there were stalls which were not taken
up after the producers had had their option, you
would not obiect to the council allowing the dealer
t~fPccuPy tlu;m, provided they would not interfere
wjth the producers there 'l~Yes.
:·5631. May I now mention another matter '1
There is a great deal of talk about the high prices
which shopkeepers charge, and the benefits the
hawkers are to the community 1-1 do not altogether despise the hawker. I think he does do
some service, but I think there is a good deal of
misapprehension as to what is said about surplus
fruit. Very often vendors of fruit will stand out
for a biggish price. The man in .the shop, and
especially in the city shop, must have the best of .
fruit. He does not mind very much about an
extra penny per pound. He buys, and the vendor
thinks he has secured a wonderfully good price;
but, having been left with the remainder of the
fruit, he has to sell at best he can get, and these
other people come in and often buy at very much
reduced rates. But probahly the average rate' is
not any better than if he sold all round at a good
rate-. Take, for instance, apples: supposing
a man has got 011 his load 100 cases
of apples.
He begins by asking 8s. or
8s. 6d. for them. He sells a few to those
shopkeepers who must have them. By-andbye he gets down to 4s. 6d. and 48. for the same
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apple, and the average price works ont at about.
5638. By illr. I.lfitchelZ.-Do they not fulfil a
5s. 6d. to 6s. a case. He is no better off than if large want to the consumer 1-There are conhe sold the whole lot to some of those shopkeepers sumers who would not buy otherwise, probably,
at that average price. And there is this advan- except they saw it 011 the barrow nnder their
tage about the shopkeeper-at any rate, he is com- noses; but, on the ather hand, if you
your
pelled by healtb laws and other. things to keep his fruit. at a proper price from the shopkeeper, I do
premises in a sanitary condition. But what hap- not think you would go to the barrow.
pens in connexion with hawken; 7 I believe they
5639. By ill!'. f.flanle.-Have you ever not1ced
get, a licence .to sell fruit· but I do Hot think they what difference. there is in the barrow and shon
should be allowed to
fruit unless their
prices~-Yon Jlave to pay £14 or £15 a week ren't,
mises are alSO licensed. We Jo na't know
ill Swallston-street, and £1 a year for a licence.
that fruit goes to over-night, and what kind of There are two classes of shops"":""city shops, 'where
conditions it is kept under. The public are led to they get big prices and where they have got to
think they are getting bargains-they might be get them; and subUl'ban shops, where the differgetting a disease. I would not recom.mend any- ence between the hawkers' prices and ..the shopbody to eat an OUllce of fruit off a hawker's cart keepers' prices is not very much-perhaps from 15
before first wasbil1g it. The shopkeeper, if allowed to 20 per cent, ill the suburbs, and in t.he city 50
the average price, would probably buy a great per cent. to 60 per cent., perhaps 111ore.
deal more fruit than he does )JUY, and would be
5640, Do not the city shops have an enOl'!llOllS
just as much an advantage. to the grower. Some- turnover in comparison with the su blll'ban shops ~
times we receive a complaint from the growers -No; they would get it if they could buy at
that they do not receive the full market value for averaged rates. They have to stock the best class
their fruit-that certain fruit of a particular of fruit" and, going back to my illustration as to
class lwd obtained highee prices, and we only g~t average prices, if the shopkeeper could have
so much less. One lllan came in lately, and sald bought that consignment at, say, 5s. a case, be
he had analyzed the prices,. and found, on the could 'have sold it all at lower prices, and made a
averil-ge, we were 2d. pel' case better than else- profit.
where, because the average price wa~ maintained.
5641. By the Chai1· ..nan.-The Hawkers Union
~peakillg
of the hawkers again: Many are communicated to the Oity Oouncil their desire to
foreigners, and not exactly the most desii'ahl~ do everything to insme the eleanlinqss and good
class of cit.izen, If,
\ve can encourage the
decent conduct of its members, and submitted
better class (the shopkeeperl, we ought to do it.
rules to that effect.. ' Supposing the men were
5632. Bp illr. IV(1./'(le.-\Vhen a new client goes licensed by the council, and had to comply with
to a commission agent-for instance, a man who hygienic conditions in order to insure cleanliness 1
has not been
the habit of sending to an
-It would be very helpful, and guarantee to the
do they not get a higher price for him on
flrst public that they would be better justified in dealconsignment than. hei8 likely to get on the ave- ing with them.
rage 1·-0f course,
do that sometil1les. LQok
5642. By J1£'r. l1Utchell.-In cOll11exion with
what happened to us in the tomato crop. The that consignment of apples at an average price of
tomato-growers at Echuca sont some of their stuff
5s, 6d. Do you not think, if the grower were
to agents in the city, who sold at fille prices. The
that In:ice, he would take it 1-You should
offered
growers were delighted, and sent a lot mote; bnt
the ne,xt prices l'ealized were absurd, and then have some experience with them, and see.
5643. Do you mean to say that by experience, if
they started to send to our association. They were
then that delighted that we will get practically a grower knows that his consignment only averthe whole of the 'crop next year. Our associatioll, ages him 5s. 6d., he would 110t take his 5s. 6d.~
though it acts as agents, is really composed of They are always hoping they will get a big price,
and will hold on until forced to take any price;
growers. It is purely co-operative.
"
5633. By the Chait"man.-You dQ not object to and I have actually seen pears given away if they
the hawker if he complies with certain conditions 7 would take them out of the cases.
5644. By the Ohairman.-It would be well for
-Quite so. They serve some function, but are
the
growers-th~ wholesalers-to keep ill touch
not nearly the boon to the public thai; some people
directly with the buyers ?-Of cou1"sc, and our
imagine. I would license their premises.
5634. By 1.11r. lJfitcheU.-We have it in evi- R8soc1ation docs this. We do the best we can to
dence that they serve a great. purpose in getting get the be8t return possible. If we were contr01rid of the fruit immediahely that is, perhaps, ripe .ling more of the fruit than we do now control, we
-the fruit that shopkeepers object-, to take owin;.; would certainly givc a better return on t.he whole
to its ripeness'I-There is a lIttle in that; bn~ to the producer; and yet, strange us it lllay npthere is not very much over-ripe fruit that goe:; peal', the public would be better served. 'We can,
into the market-our experience is, a very small as a co-operative association, sell at the same rates
of commission as the agents do, and if we make
percentage.
:111y
profit it goes back to the producers them5635, By <lJr. fh1O'wball..-.y ou do not agree
',vith Mr. \Vynne, who investigated t.his matter, selves. Again, we can buy all that they want in
when he said he was satisfied they secured the. sale the shape of wood-wool, papm', implements, sprayof tOllS of fruit-they created a fresh markep ing plants, or anything they like, and any profits
amongst many people who would not otherWIse made go back to them. In other words, we can
buy fruit at a1l1-I do not agree with him. If it afford to take something less per case to the
was .chea.p enough, the average purchaser would public, and still give to the producer the same
buy it out of the shop as readily as off the barrow. money as he is getti.ng if he emploYi39. an ordinary
5636. It would commend itself to
the agent.
5645. IJy .Mr. Snowball.-Oould you be trusted
fruit were brought, round to a man he m~ght buy,
whereas he would be too lazy to go round and to do that if you had the contl'ol of fixing the
bu y 1-Yes; they do perform some useful purp0se, prices ?-We could be trusted to get the very
highest price possible.
but not to the extent the public imagine.
5p46, By the Oha~:1'1nan,-What profit do you
5637. By the Cha.irma.n.-They can dispose of
a very large quantity-more so than if sold in the make which you consider fair in your association ~
-We are not looking for big profits. We charge
shops 1-Not as much as is imagined.
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